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FOREWORD

Prepared by the

NEA Committee on Education of the Handicapped

Public Law 94-142, The Education for All Handicapped Children Act, the major

federal education legislation for providing a free appropriate education for all handi-
capped children, must be in compliance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of

1973. Part D of Section 504 states, in part:

The quality of the educational services provided to handicapped students must be

equal to that of the services provided to nonhandicapped students, thus, hanch-

cappe students' teachers must be trained in the instruction of _persons with the

har iicap in question and appropriate materials and equipment must be available.

This federal regulation is'supported by NEA policy. Point (e) of NEA Resolution 79-32,

Education for All Handicapped Children, reads:

The appropriateness of educational method., materials, and supportive services

must be determind in cooperation with classroom teachers

In the context of federal education policy and NEA members of.the NEA

Committee on Education of the Hardidapped have reviewed Teaching Handicapped

Students tiathemocs. Membe:s of the Commute/ are teachers of English, social studies,

mathematics, special education, and science, w.4.13 teach both general and handicapped

students in elementary and high school
the Committee cannot emphsize too strongly the importanceof teachers of regular

and special educations working together. The Committee would also like to urge both

groups of educators to use these publications in tenlung content areas to handicapped

students. Members of the Committee were particularly pleased that teachers wrote these

materials, in an effort to 'successfully teach the handicapped in the least restrictive

environment. Because of their firsthand knowledge of proper teaching strategics, teachers

are the best source of information to aid their colleagues.
The NEA supports P.L. 94-142 because the Association is committed to education

processes which allow all students to become constructive, functioning members of their

communities. To this end, when handicapped students are appropriately Idaced in

classrooms with nonhandicapped students, teachers need instructional strategies which

provide ,for 'individual learning differences. This is rot new. However, most regular

education teachers have not been trained, as mandated by law, in re-service or in-service

experiences to work with students with handicapping conditions. Teachers are eager to

carry out the matidate of the law, but they may shy away from or even object to teaching

these students because of this lack of-training.
The so-called "mainstreamed" classroom presents new challenges to regular class-

room teachers because of the added responsibility of teach:ng students with haneicapping

conditions. It is particularly important, therefore, to understand the student with a

handicapping condition as a *hole person in order to emphasize this commonality among

all students.

7
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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION

As more handicapped children are being mot ed into
regular mathematics classrooms, their need increases for
mathematical materials The task of detelopuig approp-
riate materials seems enormous and mav discourage some
teachers from promptl . accepting handicapped stude'nts
into their classrooms and math laboratories The pri mart
purpose of this hook is to gite some .suggestions and
encouragement to teachers committed to helping the han-

dicapped pupil
to this hook. se volt simplt "touch upon"some of the

instructional techniques for basic skills aid problem-

silt and the mathematical tools for independent Its mg
that teachers throughout the country hale found helpful
You will find mans helpful points, but tou the 'magma-
tit e teacher must decide what will work best for your own
classroom As you work with handicapped children in

our school. t ou will begin to see that as members oft our

class thet hate mans more things in conhoon than differ-
em.es Stressing the sameness of the indit idual sets the

.tags for the handicapped child becoming a bona fide

member of the mathematics class

8
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The Editor
Ellen Mary Brockmann is a fourth grade teacher at the Washington Park 4hoihl.
lotovia. New Jersey Her selections lor this hook represent materials which she feels are

especially pertinent and practical for mathematics classroom teachers
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1. MODALITIES: ONE TECHNIQUE TO
MAINSTREAM IN MATHEMATICS

INSTRUCTION

by Geraldine Rossi

Geraldine Rossi points out that adapting instructional stile to the modaliti
preference of the student facilitates mathematics lea -fling The author discusses

auditory, visual, and tac tile kinesthetic modalities She presents many instructional
ideas to assist the teacher in meeting the math modality needs o/ the handic&pped

.student The author is an Associate Professor of Education at .Salishuri Mate

College, Maryland.

With the ark ent of PI. 94-142. elementary school
teachers will need to acquire new skills to mainstream
children with special/needs into their classrooms One
diagnostic skill needed relates to Jnformaoon processing
and learning style It is essential for children with special
needs to Pocess mathematics information efficiently A
teacher should be able to use certain formal assessment
techniques or observe in al" informal way the behayiors
which indicate how each child processes stimuli wnile
learning mathematics

One phase of this processing insolYes how children
prefer to receive stimuli and give back information For
example. some children appear to need a picture or dia-
gram (visual stimuli) to understand a concept, when oth-
ers can understand the same concept by listening to an
audiotape describing that concept (auditory stimuli).
Some children prefer to learn the multiplication tables
using, flash cards (visual stimuli). ome prefer singing
along with a record on multiplir.non tables (auditory
stimuli), and some want to form the multiplication facts

using blocks or Cuisenaire rods (tactile-kinesthetic stim-
uli). When instruction is orga Wed and presented accord-
ing to preference,, children may attend to relevant stimuli

or notice important cues in a mathematics lesson. In this

manner, adapting instruction to fit 9,e,sds will facilitate

learning .

Children receive stimuli or input through their five
sensory channels or modalities and from these same five

.7modalittes can give back information or output. The five
sensory modalities are visual, auditory, tactile-kinesthetic,
olfactory (smell), and gustatory (taste). 1p discussing
niodalities, preferred Ititi weaker modalities are usually
mentioned. The input channel through which a person
r4aally processes stimuli is referred to as the preferred
modality The input channel through which a person less

. ,

readily plocesses stimuli is referred to as the weaker

modality' A child's pretured modality of input is not
necessarily related ro the strongest acuity channel For

example, a child w ith a hearing loss may find theauditory

' modality is the preferred modality for processing infor-

mation It is not always readily apparent to a teacher

which modality is a child's preferred one at the outset

A child's learning sty le can be described in terms of

the preferred modality as suggested by the Maryland
State Department of Education. Division of Instructional

leloision in their program. "Teaching Children with

Special Needs Martha H Hopkins (1978) also stressed
the need jo consider a child's learning sty to in terms of
preferred modality To give a complete and accuratediag-

nosis of a child's learning style, she maintains a teacher

must'be able to determine a child's preferred modality. As
Hopkins relates, there rk no formal means to diagnose

modalities' strengths 'and weaknesses at this time She

has, however, developed a checklist form
A research study. Daivo Sawada and R I Jarman

(1978), in the field of mathematics education suggests a
relationship between modality matching and mathemat-

ics achievement. Sawada and Jarman conducted a re-
search study with male fourth graders on information
matching,coneerning auditory and s isual sensory modali-

ties They analysed the relationship of students' mathe-
matics achievement. They found that for .c,hildren with

low intelligence, as measured by the Lorge-Thorndike
Intelligence Test, auditory; auditory matching ability was

a good predictor of their mathematics achievement. In
other words, when children of low IQ (71-90) were pre-

, nted a stimuli pattern of 100 cycle tones and had to
select a comparison pattern of tones, they did as well on

t at task as they did on a mathematics achievement test

roditcfiti by the Edmonton public school system When a

I I



child of loss IQ scored lo)) on this achie)ement test, the
child did not (to ))ell on the auditors-auditor) matching
task I he') also found that the mathematics achievement
of high IQ (111-130) children seemed to he uniform!)
dependent on all tour modaht) matching abilities, input
auditor) -output auditor), auditor)-visual, usual auditory,
and )isual-s .sual I his uniform dependence seemed to all
but Banish with children of medium IQ (91-110) I hus the

relationships appear to change v.ithAhanging IQ it:\ els
a finding that suggests modality matching is a good candi-
date for use in making decisions concerning miliidualw-
ing mathematics

ENer) child would benefit from instruction stressing
a Nanct of modalities The modalities that a classroom
teaches would he most concerned about would he audi-
tor), NI,ual, and tactile-kinesthetic 'fables I, 2, and 3
should help the teacher become more acquainted with the
diersit) of possible assessment techniques and instruc-
tional strategies Hien- format and some of their material
hate been adapted from a model doeloped 11 the Mars
land State Department of Education, Di) ision of Insti uc-
tional Fele) ision

12 .
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POSSIBt.

Pupil echo MAN BE strong

F BEHAVIORS

auehtorde will

Show the Following
Strengths

Show the Following
eakresses

TABLE I
TIFF At DITORI MODAL ITV

PONSIBI F IF(tttiIQt FS

he teacher mat utilire these

Formal Assessment
Technique

F ollosks oral instructions
sere castle '

Appears bright& than
tests shim pupil to be'

Performs well %ethane 4

Can mall \ repeat a
sequence ot numbers or
a sentence

I uses place in eisual

acto.ities

Ordinal numbers- Where
is start position"

Write, f toe 1 3 for 8

2 for 5 or 6 for 9 '

Ma) not he ahlt to
learn set, or grouping,
(closure or figure-
ground) '

Makes e ma! discrimination

errors 4

this difficult% with
written anrk, poor motor
skill'

Ma \ not he able to 015-
4. riminate ditterentes or
similarities in sire and
shape

'Ma\ hae diflreult\
relating sire ot an otne,.1
to the appropriate con-
tainer

annot erstralle place
numhent in a sequent e as

instructed

Da\idson I elm,, Inc
= Gibson (197/1
' Mann and Suite, 0975)

Mar,land State Department of E ducation 119711
Salisbury State College Students and Rossi (1978)

6 Simpson - Chill and Pulsford 11979)

Present statement eerhall,,
ask nupil to repeat'

Tap auditor \ pattern he-
\ ond pupil', point ot
%mon Ask pupil to
repeat pattern 4

Pros ide pupil with +e,eral
words in a rhe mut famile
Ask pupil to rep'
pattern '

Pros ide pupil with several
e\ ord.. ,n a themingtaniile
Ask pupil to add more

Present pupil with sounds
produced out ot pupils field
ot \ mon Ask pupil it thee
are the same or diftereht'
(such as seen elee,:n min
name I'

13

12

Informal Assessment
Technique

Obwrxe pupil reading with
the use of finger or penal
as a marker

Ohm:0.e whether pupil whis-
per, or hard \ prodm,
sound, to correspond

tcading task

Obw.)ve pupil who has dif-
ficult. following porch
sisual directions'

Instructional
Technique

Pros idc audio tapes of slur\ proh-
ms er halls explain arithmetic

pro,,,,ses as sell as demonstrwe
t sc oral stole problems `

I se mental arithmetic strategic,.

Wirt ccork sheets with large
unhampered aieas I

I se lined aide spaced paper

\Hoy, for ecrhal rather than

Ohscrxc dtiting "traecl- ar tter response,

use an oral %Lesion
I ape record immortant parts or
the lesson for rc \ lee% I se sonic

or II testing

eisual discrimination
act i ities

I se tic to make number sen-
tences and mall \ read '

a n
I sc %ingrains aid geohoard IN 1 P-

ouf discrimination astilities

I sc hurler hoard stick to clap out
opt rations
2 . 5

12 claps) 11 clips) (5 claps)

1 se song or poem, to aid retention,
\tics, rhe think co inting



YCSMBLE BEHAVIORS

Pupil who MAY BF strong visuall) will

TABLE 2
THE VISUAL MODALITY

The teacher ma) utilwe these

POSS:BLE TECHNIQUES

Show the Following Show the Following
StrengthsI Weaknesses

Formal Assessment
Technlyue

informal Assessment
Technique

Instructional
Technique

skims reading material'

Reads well from
picture clues 4

Follows visual diagrams
and other visual in-
sti uctions well'

Scores well on group
tests"

Performs nonverbal
tasks well'

Does well with flsh
cards'

Understands blackboard
ex planations

Has difficulty with
oral directions'

Asks "What are we
supposed to do" immed-
latcli after oral instruc-
tions are given'

Appears confused with
great deal of auditors
sti;nuli 4

Has difficult) discrim-
inating between words
with similar sounds'

Has difficulty in ret,in-
mg an auditory sequence
of numbcrx (memory se-
quence '

Has (Jai( ulty with story
problems that require
mental arithmetic rapid
oral drills '

Davidson Films, Inc
Gibson 11977)

' Mann and Sutter 11915)
Mar)land State Department of Education (1973)

",alisbur) State college Students and Rossi (197)))
^ Simpson-Cahill and Pulsford (1979)

(use lists of words which
sound alike Ask pupil to
indicate if the are the
same or different 4

Ask pupil to folio% specific
instructions Begin with
one direction and continue
with multiple instructions'

Show pupil visually similar
pictures Ask the pupil to in-
dicate whether the) are the
same or different,' 3 F

or 6, 9 '

Stu w nupil a %mai
pattern, t e block design
or pegboard design Ask
pupil to duplicate'

14

Observe pupil in tasks
requiring sound discrim-
ination, i e seven,

eleven

Observe to determ'ne if
the pupil performs better
when the pupil can see the

stimulus'

Observe pupil's eve
movement during lesson '

Observe pupils write and
sax number sentences '

13

F orce to focus on missing num-
bers or operations
3 4 7

Trace new materialb

Show examples of arithmetic
functions'

Flowchart algorithms

Allow a pupil with strong auditory
skills to act as another child's
partner

Allow for written rathe osan
verbal responses Use overhead
pro!ector and films

I. se multiple choice c:uestions on
a test "

Illustrate basic concepts with
slides using pupils from class 2

In solving problems allow them to
draw pictures '

Keep oral math kci a minimum, avoid

oral "math bees "f

Stress pictures and diagrams when
explamingtoncepts, operations and
generalriations



TABLE 3
THE TACTILE KINESTHETIC MODALITY

POSSIBLE BEHAV'ORS

Pupil who MAY BE strong tactile-kinesthetic4l4 will The teacher may utiliie these

POSSIBLE TEC HNIQl ES

Show the Following
Strengths

Show the Following
Weaknesses

Formal Assessment
Technique

Informal Assessment
Technique

Instructional
Technique

Exhibits good fine and
gross motor balance

Exhibits good rhythmic
movements'

Demonstrates neat hand-
writing skills

Manipulates pontes and
other materials well

Identifies and matches
objects easily

Counts well with
fingers

Depends on the 'guiding"
modality or preferred
modality since tactile-
kinesthetic is usually
a secondary modality

Weaknesses may be in
either the sisual or
auditory mode

Davidson films. Inc
2 Gibson (1977)
' Mann and Suiter (1975)

Maryland State Department of Education (1971)
s Salisbury State College Students and Rossi (197k)
6 Simpson-Cahill and hulsford 11979)

Ask pupil to walk balance
beam or along a painted
line'

Set up obstacle course
insolving gross motor
manipulation'

Hase pupil cut along
straight, angles and
cursed lines

Ask child to color fine
areas

15

14

Ohserse pupil in maneuser-
mg in classroom space'

Ohserse pupil's spacing
of written work on a paper

Ohserse pupil's selection
of aLtisities dun-- tee
phis. i e. does select

pushes or blocks a, op-
posed to records or
picture hooks

Obserse pupil using ohiects
to solve problems

Ctili/e manipulative ohiects in
performing the arithmetic func-
tion, pros ide buttons. packages

of sticks felt numbers. etc,

Hase"-pupil ite the exercise in

large movements, i e m air. on

chalkboard. on newsprint.
utiliie manipulative numbers to

write a problem

( all pupil's attention to the feel
of the numbers

Swess sand paper number , rope

numbers cuisenaire rods.
geohoards, most rrzthematics
manipulatise aids'



2. COMPUTATION ERRORS: ARE WE TREATING A
SYMPTOM AND NOT THE CAUSE?

by June R. and Leland F. Webb

The Webtis culotate direct cla,sroom mathematic' instruction so that handl-
i upped students can int rease their confident e as independent learners The It ebbs
also A//51 WS the general «imputation problems a teaehei might find in a regular
mathematics classroom Their thesis is that the Classroom teal her must het ome a
student of host the han4napped learner pert elves the nrathematit al rules, before
offering a remediation plan The authors are both at California Stan; College,
Bakersfield June 14 ebb is ..tssot late Professor of Special EAR anon, and I eland
Webb 1, Aofessor of tfathematu 5 and tfathematu s Edit( anon

THE HISTORICAL. INSTRUCTIONAL
CONTWOVERSY IN SPECIAL

EI)UC4TION

Since the late sixties there has been a growing con-
troversy in Special Ellucationl between ( I) basic process
instruction and (2) difcct academic skill instruction in the
skill areas of mathematics and reading (1 erner. 1976) 1 o

individuals outside the professional area of Special Edu-
cation, this may be a completely unfamiliar controversy

Basic process instruction is a major historical devel-
opment in Special Education Basic process instruction
states that if a student is having problems in learning the
complex academic skills of reading and mathematics. the
cause may he deficits in basic learning processes such a s
visual figure-ground discrimination. visual imagery .aud-
itory memory. auditor sequencing. et( (Lerner, 1976)
As a result of thiscause-and-effect their y between deficits
in name learning processes and problems in leaf rung com-
plex academic skills, many clinicians in Special Educa-
tion began developing elaborate remedial programs to
help students learn and practice basic learning processes
rather than spending time on direct instruction The con-
clusion of the basic-process instruction theory is that if
the student's basic learning process deficits are reme-
diated through these systematic programs. then the stu-
dent's difficulty in learning the ,-ore complex academic
skills of reading and mathematics will he eliminated or at
least reduced.

Starting in the late sixties reports of systematically
controlled research 'studies to question the cause-and-
effett relationship between remediating basic learning
processes and improving learning in complex academic
subjects (Wiederholt, Hammitt, & Brown, 1278) The

positive results of individual students which were ob-
taine4 clinically could just as likely be attributed to a
number of indirect factors The two most powerful alter-

16

native explanations were ( I) that the successs during the
easier basic-process instruction had positive effects on the
students' attitudes toward school and learning, and (2)
tnat the students were olden intellectually and neurologi
cally after a period of basic process instruction and, there-
fore, were at a higher state of readiness to learn the
complex academic ,kills

On the other side of the Lontrov et sv authors have
written :lbout the necessity of direct instruction in com-
plex academic skills. which is the "second th&iry of
instruction referred to at the beginning of this chapter. A
major strategy of direct instruction with handicapped
students is task- analysis, vs hich is a was to subdiv ide
complex skills into smaller parts to make learning more
manageable and individuallied for a student with learn-
ing problems ( Bateman, 1967 and 197 1 he authors of
this chapter ads ocate direct instruction for teaching aca:
demic skills This position does not ads ocate totally aban-
doning basic- process instruction becaUse such teaching
emphasises success and time for maturation However.
direct instruction in academic content areas must also be
part of a balanced special education program. 1 his chap-
ter proposes to go beyond task analysis to an even more
inch% idualiied teaching strategy which can help handi-
capped students learn basic mathematical computational
skills and increase their confidence as independent
learners

TWO BASIC PREMISES ABOUT THE
NATURE OF LEARNING

There are two basic premise., about the nature of
learning which underlie this strategy for teaching compu-
tational skills First, all learners attempt to make the
complexity of what they are learning more manageable by
forming rules (Smith, 1975) In the case of a bright stu-
dent these rules seem to develop easily. accurately. and in
a sy stematically orgarnicd structure However. for a stu-

1:J
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dent [rasing learning problems the rules he or she forms
may take a great deal of effort to formulate. he inaccurate

in that they Rork sometimes but not other times. and he
inadequately oigaipied for usefulness to the learner
Second, a learner's; confidence and willingness to he an
independent learner is in direct proportion; to the ,earner's
confidence in his or her ability to form the neco sal-% rules
to manage _the complexity of the learning task and to

as oid herr-ii; oserw helmed ((;m,berg. 1977) Remember,
children are hoe n Into a world of "hrwint!., blooming
confusion- (William James), and their lob intellectually is

to create gradually a set of internal rules to understand the

external complexity

THE LEARNING OF COMPUTATIONAI
SKILLS AND DIAGNOSIS OF

COMPUTATIONAL. SKI! L ERRORS

Keeping the ribose assumptions in mind. let' now
hmit our focus to the learning ot computational s Ills

Some students seem to acquire speed and accuittes m
conilmtation as easily as learning to breathe, while others
painfully 1 tnguish or drown in the sea of num hers It is

this latter group that this chapter hopes to bring into
better locus Here is an example of a computational skill

recently demonstrated bs an elementary school pupil

729

+345

91614

1 he answer is ohs ously wrung 1tie would all mark the
sum incorrect How mans ()I us v. ould in ortgate further"'
Do we help this student improve computational skills by
giving more problems of the same type. in wincI. to make

the same error', Or is it in fact an error in the thinking of

the pupil (i e , the ability to form rules)''' his may not be a
simple careless error but rather conceptual one which
goo much deeper, one which deals with a student's ability

to understand the addition algorithm, the step-hy-step

procedure or rule for addition. Is there more than one
error present"' As a teacher, are you able to identify the
conceptual procedure that the st udcnt may be using in the
problem' How might you :.take sure you understand
precisely what the student is doing' (See the answer at the
end of the chapter, footnote one) What is the most accu-
rate way to find out what the student is doing'

Learning computational skills is an important foun-
dation skill for all students So when a student is havir
problems it is essential to be able to diagnose on ail
indis :dual basis how each student's unique internal set of
rules works to produce his or her pattern of computa-

.
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tional errors Indeed, the student is the only e pert on
hov, he or she is thinking. and as teachers. our lust job is

to frceome a student ot how this unique learner under-

stands the ssoi Id Armed ss ith this diagnostic perspectis C.
we are better able to plan a remedial program to help-the

student recogmie incorrect rules and create collect ones.
theretr increasing the student's confidence and independ-

ence in computataw
1 herefore, the unique component of this tritefiing

strategy is that we, as teachers, must hist become a stu-
dent of how a troubled learner understands the world
I his diagnostic strategy is an actise construct:se process
of accurately creating another person's perspectise Our

goal is to seek the troubled learner's confirmation that we

has c indeed accurately described how he or she is think-
ing To obtain a fed tor this diagnostic process, acme
par cremation is essential Hence in the nest portion of the
article, actise participation is required on the part of the

reader

DIAGNOSTIC' PROCESS ACTiyi-TIFS

On the tolloks mg pages you, the reader, w ill be asked
to diagnose the patter ns of students'eomphtational errors

in addition. subtraction multipheation, and dis !slot) Not

only will (l he asked to diagnose the pattern ot error,

sou will has e the opportunity to .inalsie the computa-

tional error and suggest a strategy for remediatioh
Remember Jells c participation is a neLessits for complete
understanding of the entire process of diagnosing and

remediatmg computational errors
Bel ore starting, seseral guidelines need to be estab-

h,hed

I You will he green seseral challenges on which to
work
Fach challenge deals with an actual conceptual
computational error made bs, students

3 Lach challenge contains only one conceptual
error 1 ou are to diagnose the one conceptual
error in each challenge, When ou Work through
the errors you Will note that the student's rule for
Noising the problem often results in many correct
answers In fact in many cases 50 percent or more
of the answers will he correct ese.i w hen using the

rong rule'
4 1 olloing the challenges, "potential- answers to

the chmponents of diagnosing and remediating
Will he pros ided Your answers may he as salad as
those pros ided, even though they may he differcht

5 Be sure to write down all y our answers Participate
actively by writing in the text or on a separate
sheet of paper

16



Challenge N wither I Identify this computational error
pattern

I 64 2. 23 3 5

+8 +71 +7/

18 94 14

4 33

+46

Also, it would be helpful to ask the student what he or she
is doing and to explain the procedure Are the tens and
ones identified as being different in value"

5 58 Challenge Number 2 Identify this computaigonal error
pattern+4

79 17

Can you calculate the "answer" to make sure you under-
stand the computational error pattern.'

52 2 20
+7 +63

3 79

Below, describe the computational problem as you per-
ceive it. Exactly what do you think the student is doing'

Your result should be a- follows

I 52 2 20 1 79

+7 +63 +3

14 83 19
k.

The student is missing only those problems which hale a
two-digit and a one-digit number In these cases the digits
are added together When two two-digit numbers are
used, the addition appears correct, but none of the pr ob-
'eras of this type require regrouping (carrying) it is possi-
ble that a problem in place value exists.

What strategies would you, as the teacher, employ to help
the student? Describe one instructional activity which you
feel would Help correct this computational error

Two possible solutions follow. Yours may be different
I. Use manipulative materials such as popsicle
sticks to show bundles of ten and single popsicle
sticks Have the student collect the units and tens
and record each category,

2 Use semiconcrete materials and draw a place
value chart

lens Units T tl T U

(Ones)

5 2 2 0 7 9

+ 7 +6 3 + 3

5 9 8 3 8 2

18

relarraormaddaMII.

1 261

+328

589

2
I

35
,92

19

3

'#
467

+389

7120

.4

.25"
493

+841

119

Can you, calculate the "answer" to make 4,fire you under-
stand the computational error pattern?

1 444 2 779 3 242

+,y65 +481 +589)
t.

Below, describe the computational 1,roblem as you per
ceise it Exactly what do you think the student is doing?

Your answer should be as follows

g
I 444 2 779 3 24!.

+325 +681 +589

796 1118 7113

The student is reversing the usual algorithmic procedure,
disregarding place value We read from left to right, so
why not add that way' Addition is perforred left to right
and lei digit is recorded when more than I digit results,
with the right digit being carried Note that the proce-
dures that do not involve carrying are correct; this sort of
procedure in which some problems are correct and others
are not might result in the teacher concluding that tae
student is merely careless

What 'strategies world you, as the teacher, employ to
help the student? Describe an instructional activity which
you feel would correct this pattern of error

Two possible solutions follow-
! Use a bank with coins or a game board to help the

student understand place value.

H

1?

H
7

6

T
7

8

U -11-1=Thousands.
9 H:-- H undreds

T=Tens
1_1= U nits (Ones)



A trading process using coins or base ten blocks can
be employed in the process.
2. Estimate or approximate the stIm before com-

mencing the solution to the peobtem In problem
2, for instance, the sum is greater than 1300.

Challenge Number 3. Identify this computational error
pattern.

41 / /
I. 5,6/4 2 ,837 3. A38 4 .632

-126 -366 -499 -499

428 271 299 93

Can yoy calculate the "answer" to make sure you have
found the computational error patte.n?

I. 784 2 841

-394 -255

Below, describe the computational problem as you per-
ceive it Exactly what do you think the student is doing?

Your results should be es follows.

/So
7,40p 11 I 1

841 = +

- ?Si 200 + 50 + S

500 + 80 + 6 = 586

Note Adding to check the problems where crrors

have been made will only verify the er;or in algorittiln, so

this should not be done.

Challenge Number 4. Identify this computational error

pattern.

II
I. 633

x5
2.

.
411

X65

RA
3...4197

X43

I

4.,' 315
\x283

6953165 2465 3581

Using this procedure. can you calculate the "answer"?

1 492 2 973

x44 x617

Below, describe the computational problem as you per-

ceive it:

Your results should be as follows.

.k4 2 .

3
I. 492 2 973

-394 -255 X 44 ...617

390 496 4968 5491

Subtracting with regrouping or renaming once creates no
problem, but where renaming more than onrelt intro-3
duced the student's algorithm is incorrect. It is a goo
thing that the "crutches" are shown, because it makes it
easy to see what the problem is. Can you think of a
strategy to help the student?

Several possible solutions follow:
1. Use a place value chart. Discuss what we need to

trade in tens for one's, then record the action; Mai
trade hundreds for tens, recording the action

2. Use base-I0 blocks for a concrete representation
of the problem, repeating what iS in "I" above.

3. Use popsicle sticks.
4. Use an abacus.
5. Use money.
6. Use expanded notation:

This is a complicated process the student has developed.
It is a combination the addition algorithm and the
multiplication algorithm. Each column is considered as a
separate multiplication. When the multiplier has fewer
digits than the multiplicand, the left most digit of the
multiplier continues to be used.

What strategies would you, as the teacher, employ to help
the student? Describe at least one instructional activity
which you feel would help correct this pattern of error.

Here are several solutions.

I. Use the distributive property by rewriting the
problem Into two problems:

492 492 492
x 44 x40 + X 4

9
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2 If this abstract example is not clear, use the geo-
metric method which is a semiconcrete method

492

40 t492 X 40) I

4 I (492 X 4) j I

3 Mask the multiplier's digits so only one digit is
showing at a time Complete the multiplication as
a partial product

973 '173 973 973

X617 < 7 X xe,.y.

6811 6811 973'1 403 8"1'.

973
40380

420341

If the student still does not understand, go hack to addi-
tion and subtraction to see if the student understands
those computational processes Then try some simpler
multiplication problems

Challenge Number 5 Identify_ this coma_utational error
pattern

1 142 2 .122

7W84 31176

Can SOU calculate the,"answer"'

1 2(276 2 3 j:129

212
4 Fj7.42

Below, describe the prob:em as you per cen,e it

Your results should he as follows

I 133

21-76
2 . 1 1 3

3 r4:29

Even incorrect algorithms sometimes produce correct
answers The student is ignoring place value and treating
each digi: as a "ones "In addition, the student is merely
dividing the smaller digit into the larger, as well as ignor-
ing the remainder. Notice, also, that no work is shown

20

What strakegies would you, as the teacher, employ to
help the student.' Describe at least one instructional acuity
which you feel would help the studen4

\to possible solution, are

1 I each the student. with ohiects, to keep a step -by-
step record of the di% ision pr(Kes, One could use
base-10 'flocks 'stern blocks, Cuisenaire rods, or
bundles of sticl Complete a simpler problem
such as S4 3 = 11 hole doing the problem with
manipulame, write doss n the algorithm abstractly

I 1

1

54

3

2

I

3 F54

24

1

18

1154

24

24

II

2 I se the statIoldmg its estimating quotient, I 01

\,1111Ple

1 9 R 1

9

I))

4(77 41777

40 10 40

37 37
36 9 36

1 19

I he lie Lnallenges too hate worked through are but a
tem, example, of the instead of apes of conceptual com-
putational Cliors that students make I ach of the above
problems is an actual student error As mentioned these

ihallenges are but the tip of the iceberg Perhaps some
o f t our stodents hale made some of these tt pes of concep-
tual error For an est-client presentation of additional
computational (Alois, the reader 1,(41% Ile(' to read Ash-
lock 11976)

I he our pose tr4 4his chapter j>ittn attempt to sensitift
the reader to the taci.ltrIrTEincquisition of corr:mta-
tional skills h students requires that teachers see stu-
dertts' computational errors not as random ir careless,
but as a rut h resource material for diagnosing the stu-
dents' incorrect conceptual rules With this indo.iduallied
and diagnostic understanding of the troubled teal 'ter, the
teacher can he, in direct remedial instruction to help the
student increase computational accuracy and speed

19



I he ,those challenges all resulted from a student
conceptualk nu 'using a gis en algorithm or r ule pe

of error is the most common imsta ke that students make
More dull s. ill not correct it 'Diagnosing and concerting
conceptual error s Is r tsk not Ord\ to elemebtars school
teachers but also fur itimor and senior high teachers. as
more and more seconders school teachers are teaching
remedial mathematics classes to students s.h0 make con-
ceptual errors

SPECIFIC S I FPS IN DIAGNOSIS
i\ND RtMFDIA-I ION

'specific steps in the diagnosis of computational skills
.01 help teachers a eel tam each student's unique lc\ el of
understanding 1 nst the teacher can start wth a clear
honest explanation to the student such as -In order to
helps ou learn subtraction I need to understand first Mks
sou are thinking s. hen s ou stork the subtraction prob-
lems I need sou to teach me host s ou are thinking , ou

are the teacher and the hest expert of host on are think-
ing and I an sour student In the next step anal te the
student's mitten problems sou hale afreadx expe-
rienced)ed and in Lis res. the studo0 to complete the ins e,-
trgat.i. e (kip( Nis inf! the 1100 lest SOU need to listen
caletulls in ()Rio to icconsti uct the students rules rs

not to teach during this diagnostic phase '1 on must get
confirmation from the student that sou accuratel. under-
stand hoc the student thinks Shen corking on the pi oh-
lem in this case subtraction before going on to the
remediation phase I his Licagnostic phase if trail done
demonstiates that sou saint: t he'student enough to ins eia
our genum attention and that on belies e in the stu-

dent's ahrhts to Int middle mcreasingls more accurate
rules to learn computational sk Is

I he remedial phase also has ts0 steps 1 rrst the
teacher needs ito help the student see host the student's
ow) rule ma. stork some of the urine but not all of the

time Both the sense of trust de) eloped in the diagnostic
phase and the support of the teacher skill help the student
gke up the old rules and experiment s.ith net ones I he

second and essential step of the r. medial phase is the
structuring of atilt it,les for tae student to -oterlearn- the
nes. rules so that the student can become mcreasingls
independent and self-confident in thinking and sok nig
problems

I HF SPECIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF -11-11:
DIAGNOS-I IC AND REMEDIAL
PROCESS FOR HANDICAPPED

S Ill DENTS

I his diagnostic and !medial straletk is important
for all learners flosses er, handicapped learners are in a

V
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double hind when the s make repeated conceptual criors
in computation I his double hind conics front the tact
that the not orris sutler the consequences o' ptual

errors but are also mote hkels to make conceptual errors
in the first place

I he lint reason f or these increased conceptual et r ors
is that a significant propor non of handicapped students

are L haracteuied I-is the tik moors its ss ndrome I his

ss ndrome includes short attention span. talking execs-
sis els. hang algumentatise wth Intends. siblings and
classmate,. impulske and drisen 'noun hehasior s such ,..
fidgeting and roarmag, eai)ils (11.11,10,0-P1e I-is external
)rensols stimulation and impukke shifts 01 attention
from one idea and interest to another (I ciao 1976) Asa
result of a combination 01 these charactei k .s. mom
handliarped child' en still tend to L rea te fn/auci o imerom-
plet,: i ules es erg hen pros ided wth eflectke instruction
'second the double hind :s further feint (need d a rule is at
least p,11 tuns sta ...cisia ul I he student still not take the
initialise to find another rule unless a supportise teacher

is t hei.e to help I here is still a third tarter ss Inch tends to
kin torce the double bind 1s hen tepeatedls told th4is are

strong !I), se stident, mutism:1k lose then Intoottte to
tot [inflate ILarning rules and trust then (mil t hunk lag
/fence in the triune the troubled learner still sunpls

asstlilli a pas,ise and IaildOnl s. et 01 tractions belies mg
that lean I alg is t Orr ot CI-St [Whiling toLop. coin It is not
urfustial lor handicapped students to ret um: to attempt a
computation pi ohl. m utile,s the teacher is sitting ne,t4bs

and «aihinnag the accost) of each ,malt step helore
proceeding tutthet

I he douhIL hind is a repeating negatise cscle tot
handicapped leaf net s I he ke \ to reserve this negone
tide is nit repeated (bin but rather. inch s ulna' ch.tguosts
I, learn the current inadequate rules of the troubled
learner and femediation to help the Linnet create nest.
accurate !tiles \s the learner become, more self -con-
Indent in thinking and in cleating concepts the learner
starts to :2cnciatt the positise repeating ...Lies of ,u( ess

\ FINAL I MPHASIS

1s a tinal emphasis to the leader to col rest not (ink
computatronal cumc but also to diagnose and lemediate
them. the s. !ten s lease the reader s.ith one more student

hallenge

()topmost.- and suggest strategies for term:dimwit of
the I ollos. mg conceptual error

I 4 2 2 6
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4

4

10 5

6 4

3

As teachers we want to help students learn It we treat
conceptual et rors in mathematics merek as careless stu-
dent errors. we are treating only the symptoms As dedi-
cated teachers we need todigdeepertotreat theca use and
not lust v, hat appears to be a s mptom The skills to both
diagnose student errors and reniediate deft:me compu-
tational rules arc a dual goal to which all teachers shou1,1
aspire It is hoped that this chapter has sensinied the
reader to that end

Footnotes

' The student has pla,_e-kalue problems plus more I he student
is adding s% hen the number on top IS Larger than on the nottom
but sees a ne.d to hot rov %%her the number on top is pot larger
than the oriL on the bottom One wonder what the student
would do with the follovill, problem

'56

the hest strateg to determine %%bat a student is think orv. is to
ask'
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3. AN INDIVIDUALIZED APPROACH FOR LOW-
ACHIEVING LABELLED AND NONLABELLED

JUNIOR HIGH MATHEMATICS STUDENTS:
A LONGITUDINAL REPORT

by Robert A. Uhl

Robert Uhl interieets the variable o/ class size as an important element in the

mainstreaming of children into tumor high mathema,.:J classes The author teaches

mathematics at the P J. Jacobs Junior High School in Stevens Point, W.,) ()rim

Jars is (1964) gocumented that the wide range of
individual arithmetic differences per grade level increase
from grade level to grade level while K'te and Fornwalt
(1967) showed that the rate of mastery and retention of
mastery for arithmetic skills differs for each student. Tra-
ditionally, students were allowed a fixed amount of time
to learn a particular un,t or skill The result is a variation
in the achievement !eve! attained

Becher, Engellann. and Thomas (1971) suggest eti-
ology may be less important than the academic environ-
ment in which the student is placed Schools are designed

to build successively year after year upon skills acquired
by the student in previous years If at any point a student
has not acquired the appropriate prerequisite skills, fail-
ure is likely 1 he authors further state that a history of
failure may promote expectations of failure which in turn
make actual failure more likely The noncategorical
approach submits that the organisation of teaching is
more important than the sorting of learners by labels

(Gillespie, Miller. & Fiedler, 1975 Lilly, 1977).'
The simplest and most versatile special 2cademic

environment which can replace failure with success is the
tutorial method of instruction Bausell, Moody, and
Walil (1972) have demonstrated that one-to-one instruc-
tion results in greater mathematical learning than es

classroom instruction. An experiment by Moody, Ba
sell, and Jenkins (1973) studied the effects of various
student-teacher ratios (1' 1 2 1, 5'1, and 23:1) on students'
learning The greatest loss in learning occurs as the
instructional ratio changes from a tutorial setting of 1- I to
the smallest group setting of 2:1. Losses continue as the
ratio increased. These studies strongly suggest the need
fn. r providing tutorial instruction 41. I ) or the smallest
group setting economically possible for educationally
handicapped students who have fallen far behind their
classmates.

A more economical means of maintaining a similar
one-to-one approach with each student consists of indi-
vidualued'instruetion llowevei, the effectiveness of indi-
vidualvedmitoruction is questioned by Hirsch (1976),

Miller (1976). and Schoen ( 1976, 19761in their reviews of
4csearch In general, indisidualiied instruction isdefined
in terms of being taught under an individuali/ed system
emphasiiing ;1) curriculum based on a specific set of
behavioral on_iectives.(2)content divided into small units,
(3) "self - paced" arrangement i.e , students proceeding

through the materials at their own rate, (4) students learn-
ing independently , and (5) pre- and postcrucrion-referenced

tests The teacher's role was that of manager, record
keeper. individual tutor, and curriculum developer In
summary. th,e rese.irch studies reviewed by Miller indi-
cate (I) no significant differences on a norm- referenced

basis in mathematics achievement among the individual-
lied and traditional approaches, (2) the duration of melt-

s iduallied instruction increases as the achievement-aver-

age decreases. (3) in iv idualind instruction has a limited

eifect on student 4ttitudes. an (4) minor support for
individualved instruction hene lung students of low
ability

Even though moividuallied instruction seems to
have little effect on student attitudes, Beck (1977)did find

that students in grades one through eight do possess defi-

nable attitudes in mathematics, science, social studies,

and reading language. Beck's research conelt ded (11stu-
dents' mean attitude toward each of the four content areas
(including triPthematics) for grades one through eight are
positive, (2) across the eight grades science is the best liked

subject and mathematics the least liked, and (3) even
though Student attitudes are positive they decrease each

year as the glade level increases.
Research exemplifying the successful and practical

use of learning principles in the classroom to alter "social

and academic behavior has been more positive (O'Leary

& 0'1 can'. 1972, 1977) These authors have documented

how a student's behavior can be changed by manipulating
observable preceding and consequent events in the class-

room.
Smith and Lovitt (1976) used reinforcement Contin-

gencies to increase the students' arith metic computational
proficiency, but reinforcement contingencies were not

1
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effectke in the acquisition of skills I he ramifications of
this research arc ocerlooked bc mans classroom teacher ,
Namely, reinforcement contingencies initialk ma not be
efiectke because the desired social 'OF academic behac iors
are not yet in the repertoire of the student First, the
desired hehas ior must he learned, then reinforcement
coptingencies can scree to mon\ ate. increase. and main-
tain satisfactory Inds of performance

In this stuck. rumor high school students with excep-
tional educational needs for learning basic arithmetic
skills were placed in an Inds idual Math Program (IMP)

he purpose of the IMP was to help categorical and
noncategorical students who had. preciously faded to
meet the arshmet.c requirement' of a thkelopmental
school ctunculum to ',,hich their chronological age had
assigned them Categorical students were students lAttelled
by the -school piychologist as educable mentally handi-
capped (F.M11). learning disabled (I D). Or emotionally
disturbed (LI)) tioneategorical students (NC) includtd
those students na mg no etiological label The IMP was
designed (I) as a mainstreaming model to teach categori-
cal students developmental arithmetic skills and to bridge
the gap between a categorical resource center and the
traditional departmentalued mathematics classroom. and
(1) as a remedial model for teaching deyelopmental arith-
metic skills to noncategorical students who had failed in
the traditional dcpartmentalued mathematics classroom

he purpose of this chapter is to characterue the
IMP and report on data collected during the tour longi-
tudinal studies hull longitudinal section lasted three
academic school years grades sec cnt h. eighth, and ninth
Ircatment cariables in the IMP were combined in an
attempt to mammue student success in learning basic
arithmetic skills

M E 1 HOD

Su/ jec is Junior high school student, were se-
!cued for the IMP based upon a needs assessment for
remediation ot basic arithmetic skills Students with a
two -scar or more discrepancy between chronological age
and actual functioning lc\ el in basic arithmetic skills and
Lonsistentk recessing low D's and Vs In the traditional
classroom w etc scheduled for the IMP Discrepancies
\Acre measured by norm-referenced tests. criterion-refer-
enced tests, and staff intumn Class sue ranged from a
nummum of 12 udents to a maximum of 14 students,
with an airage ; students per class I o maintain a
flexible student schedule, all three glade leels were inte-
grated in each class period, t e nongraded Fnrollment rn
the IMP fluctuated nom 104 tO 78 students. which was 10
to 7 percent of the student bock Staff positions I or the

P were taken L oluntank It was necessaic that each

24

teacher vkilling to follow the Ntructure ot the IMP and
cicvt_ to work with lost-achiec mg al ithmeni students \
discussion of the traditional classroom will not h. pre-
sented I he traditional classroom is teacher- centered,
teacher-paced with common test,, green ar the same time
to all students and has student teacher Ian() of 2) 1 in
more

quisaion cif .SA I m otiment,d ,ouditiot, fifth
aftected students' behac nu In the IMP were classified as
(I) conditions for the acquisition of ,kills nd (2) condi-
tions for thc pi of mem. of skills Conditions established
to mammue student acquisition of skills were (I)
dualued instruction with a student teacher ratio of 13 I.
(21 pre- and postLi del ion-reterenced testing. (1) a do el-
opmcntal caul (4) programmed material, with
immediate feedback and periodic reciews, (5) establish-
ment ot deal rules and obicitices and (6) student
cur rector,

( I Rum Oat:Reed pretesting was used to identify
Indic [dual student anthmetic deficits Arithmetic skills
and concepts in which the student were deficient ltnlql-
tuted the ,audent., jou,: mitts of cure Ullan I his diag-
nosis was initiated wish an 'assessment ()I second-grade.
arithmetic skill and continued through d etopmental

Lonttnuum until concluding with ninth-grade gen-
eral math ,kilt,

the student began Naha pteteq It the pretest result,
were acceptable (100-98 percent tor an 97-95 percent
for an A- 94-92 percent for a 134, 91-89 percent for a B.
and 8-8-86 percent for a B-1. the student Tcceiscd a gi-ade
for that particular -thnictu. ,kill and skipped the accom-
panied tino of work he process was continued by pro-
giessin to the ne\t sequential unit ot curt icul Urn with its
pr'etet Again. it the pretest results were acceptable the
student skipped the work and was programmed for the
next pictest with its unit of curriculum If arid when the
pretest results were not aceeptabli 85 percent or the
student was programmed tot that particular unit of work
in order to decelop a cer tam at ahmetic skill Upon com-
pletion of the unit of NA or k. the student took a posttest If
the posttest result, were acceptable, thc student pro-
gressed to the next unit (r1 curticulum Howe\ er. if the
posttest results Nen: -not acceptable. the student was
reprogrammed until the required Icel_of aehinement for
that arithMetu. skill was acceptable

Deyelopmertial materials were the source of these
unit, ot curriculum hrec de\ elopmental scric were

adapted and programmed Fach clopmental series.
was organued into units of curriculum which were pro-
grammed with immechate feedback acadable Each unit
was broken down and arranged into lugicalk sequenced
mall steps I ash step or page of the unit pi (r). ided
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matron. f:Lwed the student to respond to the int Orma-
turn. and gas e feedback to the student regarding the
correctness of his her response Currieullan topics Lon-
sisted of the 400 h, sic arithmetic taus telling time. mak-
ing change, measuring in inches. and understanding and
operating s% ith %%hole numbers. Iractrons. decimals. per-
cents, and sou \ problems Materials also included pro-
grammed res les% s on a periodic spiralling continuum
I ks elopmental materials included ( I) for se\ enth and
eigiah grader s Vat/ten/um s for hull Wm) I -1( blew-

mew b% Houghton kid Bin. broken into 125 units of
curriculum for les els three through so en. and (2) for
ninth graders Spectrum Mathematics Series h% I aidlass
Brother. and Programmrned Math Sullis an Associates
Program h% ass -Hill, broken into 100 unit, of cur-
riculum for le\ els three through nine I here s + as also a

ariet% of supplementary materials a%adable it the stu-

dent Inid 'cult% s+ ith the units of cut oLulum adapted
hom the three des elopmental series Supplementary
materials sere inlet L hangeable Isom grade leel to grade
le\el depending upon the student's needs Supplement:1[1
material. wiluded ( ) addition, subtraction. multiplica-
tion :aid disision flash Lards vt ith .top viateb, (2) %Istial
sequential multiplication tables vtith stop \kateli, (1) mea-
surement cards,+nth des elOpmpental lulu, (4) 1 ime feller
I and II hs eet.h-1 m Company. (5) Change Ma ken h%

e I caching Press. (6) I raction Rods h\ Cleanse
PubliLotions. ("t Computational Skills Dot:101.)mm Kit
h% SR A, (8) Merrill ;%lathematte. Skill Japes h% Merrill
corn pa n Wollensak iapes hs 3M Company, (1(I)
use tape players hr ('aldtme. ( II) three-calculators hs
Monroe 121 four )igttms hr Centurion, arki II) one
Classmate Ss hr Monroe Vs ith these de%elopmental an4
supplemental materials. students ,sere able to vs ork at
their (mil doelopmental speeds and le% els So that poor
reader, %%ere not handicapped, all materials %% ere screened

to insure sufficientl% loss reading leNels
SOLIal rules and academic orili:-C-H%es ,sere clearls,

stated to all students Students knew ,that hchimors,
social and academe, ,sere acceptable and ,shat vsere not
acceptable Also, minimal academic standards s + ere arbi-
traril% set for the IMP as a grouptand for each inch% idual

student to insure minimal acddlerrue progress Minimal
academic standards included (I) Each student must corn--:-.1'
plete ft\ c or more units of worls during matn class per
nme-vseek grading period depending on the student's

If not completed then the student must complete the
remaining units of work during stud) hall or after school

in order to receRe a grade (2) No student can he absent
for am reason from math class for more than nine times
per nme-vseek grading period If absent hen times or more.
then the student must make up all class periods absent
during studs hall or after school in order to receie a
grade And, (3) I at. h student must,memorue the 400 basic

an ithmt'tie facts ++ 'thin the first nine -vieek grading per i(1(1

11 not. then the student must continue to \% (irk on them
during studs hall or after school until masr_ r% in order
not to t eke time a11,11 from the other units 110_111M

to he !eat tied
'students vtere instfueted idrsiduallr on a II I

student- teacher ratio in their indo.iduall% prescribed units
or curriculum St udent corrector's s + ere needettas a neces-
sary means of pram ding the teacher ss nth more indi\idual
instruction tl time pet student Student corrector, V% ere
used to correct most pre- and posttests [lout:set all test`
\+ e graded hs the teacher One student L wiector A as
managed hr the teacher per period Student collectors
ssetc obtained on a stilunfarr basis during their studs
halls Student 501'11)4:er, r%ere screened h% stall members

ti

0/0/eliel 0/ SA /// Conditions established to
ma \untie student num \ anon and 111011(.1cm%, of skills

vtert: ( ) students charting and e aluating their ovtn aca-
deme(. pi ogress (2) kat. hers monitoring student progress
dad% positise rernfonenunt, and (4) punishment
Posui% e iendotLement Lonsisted of presenting token rem-

tor Lei free -time acti it% reinfoRets. and social rein
force' s All remiorLeis ss,re mtrnnsri_ to the classroom

I ()ken reinforce' s eft: tin the for m of letter grades
Students teemed a letter grade of an A of B for each unit
of L moLulum completed I his ssas possibIL since the
strident %%Os not graded on any unit of etur ulum until
either the pie -or posttest results vt etc acceptable Initially
token reinforcement %%as accomplished 11% testing at a
tosser le%el than the student %%as functioning. r e . second-

grade arithmetic skih. I herd ore each sttfdent expe-
ienced success at the start I- rum tins starting pow' each

student progressed to his or her own aLadenne function-
ing le%el and continued to de% chip more arithmetic skills

1 met grades reflected the student's indr% idual progress
rather than the grade-le%ei expectations appropriate for
their chronological age

Free tune reinforcer, consisted of a menu of free
timetime acti% me, including (I) a librar% pass, a pass to
another classroom, or the hall pass, (2) reading a hook.
magiume, or comic, (3) using math games. puiiles. or It
calculator, (4) \,4 sting a note to a irtend, (5) listening to a
tape, (N) helping the teacher hr running errands or tutor-
ing another student. and (7) helping the math department
secretary Students reemed free-time remf weers after the

completion of a predetermined number of units of eurne,
Ilium (limo schedule) I- rec-titme rtnnforcers gas e the stu-
dent a free-period Instead of the scheduled math class
Students also recei ed free -time reurf orcers on a variable
schedule as a surprise for appropriate social academic
beha\ior In shaping a student's hehas ior both social and
academic hehictiors were of primary collect n
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Social reinforcers included a pat on the hack, a smile,
praise. social interaction from the teacher, answering a
student's question, and positive contact with parents
'phone call, letter, or conference Social reinforcers were
given for appropriate arithmetic or social behavior
Social reinforcers were also paired with all other rein-
forcers so that social reinforcers would become more
meaningful For any given student the effectiveness of
different reinforcers varied greatly However. effective
reinforcers of some form did exist for most students The
central idea of reinforcement was to catch the studs .t
exhibiting the ppropr ate behavior and reinforce it

Students received punishment for incorrect arith-
metic or inappropriate social behavior which they were
able to control cliose not to manage Punishment was
in the form of response cost, removal of reinforcers, and
soft reprimands Response cost was the process of letting
an Inappropriate behavior occur, but making the behay-
tor become so costly that the student found it not worth-
while to continue Examples included keeping the student
after school one minute for every minute he or she refused
to do arithmetic work or keeping the student after school
one minute (or each time the student disturbed another
student Removal of reinforcers occurred when the stu-
dent exhibited inappropriate social behavior or arith-
metic errors Reinforcers were reinstated when appro-
priate behavior recurred Soft reprimands were also given
by the teacher for inappropriate social behavior or arith-
metic mistakes

I he academic procedure of the IMP was monitored
bv, both teacher and student in order to chart thestudent's
arithmetic progress Critmon-referenced pre- and post-
test results on each unit of the curriculum prescribed for
the student were recorded by the teacher in the grade
hook and by the student in their individual foldet on a
developmental skills continuum checklist Also, each day
the teacher tallied the number of pages of curriculum
completed by the student and recorded this data in the
grade book unkier the current date

With this structural design, the student's behavior
was affected by two types of env ironmental conditions
I he acquisition conditions rimy ided the necessary sum-
tus control so that appropriate student behavior was mow
likely to occur [he proficiency conditions of positive
reinforcement as well as teacher and student charting of
progress provided the necessary response, contingent
upon appropriate student behavior, to increase the fre-
quency of appropriate student behav tor I he proficiency
condition of punishment provided the necessary response,
contingent upon inappropriate student belia, ilk, to de-
crease the frequency of inappropriate student behavior
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RESULTS

Data gathered to evaluate the IMP was generated by
the Metropolitan Achievement Test and an adapted form
of the Revised Matti Attitude Scale (Aiken, 1963) ert,e
intermediate form of the Metropolitan in mathematics
designed for grades tour, five, and six was selected for its
content validity By inspection of items it was determined
that the intermediate form covered (.1 majority of the units
of curriculum in the IMP the attitude scale was con-
structed by I ikert's method of summated ratings from
one to five for ten items connoting negative attitudes and
ten connoting positive Results of the tour longitudinal
sections were evaluated by eyeballing the tabulated
aver.ages

See I able I for mean glade equivalents, gains, and
losses on the four longitudinal studies as tested by. the
Metropolitan Achievement I est Each longitudinal sec -
(ion lasted three Years covering sev enth, eighth. and ninth
grade Only those students enrolled for the duration of the
study were included t he first longitudinal study started
in 1973 and concluded in N76 with 19 ninth graders (17
NC, I I D. and I F M II student), the second study started
in 1974 and concluded in 1977 with 13 'ninth graders (7
NC, 5 I D, and I EMH student), the third study started in
1975 and conclude4 in 1978 with 17 ninth graders (10 NC,
5 I D. 1 I M H, and_l ED student), and the fourth study
started in 1976 and concluded in 1979 with 18 ninth
grades (10 \C 7 I D. and I EMH student) -I able I also
gives the percentage of students successfully returned
during each longitudinal section to t he traditional depart-
mentalised mathematics classroom from the IMP

See I able 2 for mean attitudinal raw scores, gains,
and losses on the four longitudinal studies as tested by the
Rev ised Math Attitude SCalt,.

I nun I able I on a not m-referenced basis it can be
concluded (1) Students gained an average of two aca-
oemic years for even, three years in the IMP (2i Mean
yearly academic gains were relatively stable during each
longitudinal section I here was no substantial increase or
decrease in the mean yearly. gains as the duration of the
IMP continued over a three sear period (3) Summer
losses ,ind gains between seventh and eighth grade, and
again between eighth and ninth grade were minimal rang-
ing hum a long-term retention loss of two months to an
inexplicable gain of two months

On a criterion-referenced basis it can be concluded
11) Students were provided with needed arithmetic tasks
at their own developmental level and were given the time
necessary to master the skill Thus, students experienced
academic succ:ss and receiyed %passing grades for units of
curriculum completed at their developmental level of per-
formance H these students had remained in the tradi-
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Ilona! classroom and performance remained the same,
they would have received low D's and F's. (2) Table I

further indicates that from the four longttuoioal sections
3"! percent, 36 percent, 33 percent, and 31 percent of the
students respectively were successfully returned to the
traditional departmentalised mathematics classroom

From fable 2 it can be concluded; ( I) Mean yearly
attitudinal raw scores were positive for each longitudinal
section ranging from 62 to 74. The neutral point of the
Revised Math Attitude Scale is a raw score of 60
(2) Mean yearly attitudinal raw scores were relatively
stable during each longitudinal section. There was no
noticeable increasing or decreasing trend in the mean
year ly raw scores as the duration of the IMP extended
over a three year period

Results of the four longitudinal sections were possi-
bly minimiied because approximately one third of the
better performing students from each section were suc-
cerfullv returned to the traditional departmentalised
mathematics classroom and their progress could not be
included

DISCUSSION

Comparing results of the IMP with research by
Miller on individualised versus traditional instruction
and Beck on school aunty, reveals conflicting findings
(I) On a criterion-referenced basis there was a significant
difference inarithme:ic achievement betviThen the indiy id-
uallied and traditional approach Students in the IMP
ex Tserienced success in arithmetic and these same students
in the past had experienced failure in the traditional

.sroom (2) On a norm-r.-ferenced basis, as the dura-
tion of individualized instruction increased. the achieve-
ment average did not decrease but remained stable
Students in the IMP averaged seven months growth per
year (3) Attitudinal averages in the IMP re positive
and as the duration of the IMP increased the attitudinal
averages did not decrease but remained stable. Therefore,
it can he concluded that low-achieving math student, in
tumor high school can experience success, progress at a
stable rat.:, and maintain a positive attitude if not in the
traditional classroom at grade-level skills to which their
chronologica! age has assigned them, then in a traditional
classroom where their math skills have assigned them In
summary, these three conflicting point.; as indicated by
Miller provide more than minor support for individual-
'red instruction benefiting math students of low ability

IMPLICATION

Vv'hy does previous research on individuallied in-
aruction not reveal more positive results when compared
to the traditional approach'' A possible reason for this is
that previous research dealt with only one vat 'able
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method ot instruction 'Therefore. all other components
were held constant including class sin Glass and Smith
(1978) present a convincing study indicating that average
student achievement increases as class sue decreases In
their achievement study. it was shown that more than
thirty percentile ranks exist between the achievement of a
pupil taught individuAly and a pupil taught in a class of
40 The typical achievement of students in instructional
groups of 15 and fewer is several percentile ranks above
that of students in classes of 25 and 30 They also found
that for every student by which class siie is reduced below
20. the class's average achievement improves substan-
tially more than for each student by which class sue
reduced bCt %keen 30 and 20 In a more recent study Glass
and Smith (1979) extended their earlier work by examin-
ing the relationship between class sue and other outcome
measures Their research concluded (I) Class siie affects
the quality ot the classroom environment. In a smaller
class there are more opportunities to adapt learning pro-
grams to the needs of individuals (2) Class sue affects

attitudes In smaller classes pupils have more
interest in learning (3) Class sue affects teachers In
smaller classes their morale is better they like their pupils
better. have time to plan and diversify, and are more
satisfied with tneir performance

If the research had compared the usual student-
teacher iatio (20 I and more) in the traditional approach
with a smaller student-teacher iatio in the individualised
approach (20 I and less), then both methods could have
performed as designed and a more accurate assessment
could have been made I he traditional method entails
group InST ction with less personal student contact and
the Ind iv idua - method invokes indiv idual instruction
with more personal student contact Individualised in-
struction is the concept but, a smaller class si/e is the
means by which the concept can he implemented to its
tullest expectations If research had differentiated class
sue based upon the method of instruction. then individu-
alised instruction might ha..e paralleled the data colleoed
in the IMP

F urt her research needs to be conducted in the area of
class sue versus method of instruction A possible disad-

ntage of the indl uali/ed approach is that one cannot
teach as many students at one time A distinct advantage
of the individualued approach is that it is designed to
work with each indiy idual student on different skills
depending upon need, until their mastery and rigardless
of the time required This may he a possible reason why
Miller found minor support for individuallied instruction
with students of low ability

In order to increase academic gains in the IMP to the
future, it is recommended that the amount of studeat-
teacher contact time he increased by (I) decreasing the
number of students or (2) hiring a qualified teacher aide

2-1
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4. NONMATHEMATICAL DIAGNOSTIC
VARIABLES

by iom Denmark

This chapter should serve as a catalyst in helping the mathematics teacher find
the factors that cause learning difficulties. It offers the educator a number of
instructional techniques fur children who have problems in dvsgliaphia, aphasia,
auditory perception, perseveration, overloading, and overattention.The author is
Professor of Mathematics Education at Florida State University, Tallahassee.

Many students who have one or More learning dis-
abilities experience considerable frustration in their efforts
to acquire essential mathematical concepts and skills. In

;

many gases a student's difficulty in learning mathematics
can be ttributed to mathematical factors such as deklficien-
cies wit prerequisite concepts and skills, misconceptions
about t meaning of definitions or symbolism, the con-
tinued uti on of inefficient algorithms, and the inabil-
ity to transfer acquired concepts and skill's to different
problems. A student's deficiencies with strictly mathemat-
ical variables are, in some cases, further compounded by
affective factors such as lack... motivation and poor
self-concept Both mathematical and affective variables
must be considered in the process of diagnosing students'
difficulties in learning mathematics. In addition, for stu-e
dents with a specific learning disability, the diagnostic
process should assess the effects that the specific learn.ng
disability has on the learning of mathematical concepts
and skills. The purposes of this chapter are ( I) to discuss
how certain specific learning disabilities might have a
negative effect on the learning of mathematics and (2) to
suggest instructional techniques which could assist a stu-
dent in his or her efforts to learn mathematics

DYSGRAPHIA

Students who have acquired the skill of copying
__mathematical symbols (numerals, (*rational and rela-

tional signs) and are unable to write these symbols spon-
taneously in the context of completing a written assign-
ment may _have a dysgraphia problem., For example, it is
sometimes quite evident that a student has memorized a
basic fact, but the student will spend 10 seconds or more,
thinking about how to write the answer. Taken individu-
ally, these slight delays in providing a written response
usually do not have an adverse effect on the student's
performance, but, cumulatively, the small delays can pre-
vent the student from completing an assignment, espe-
cially a timed exercise. Thus, the student can be easily
discouraged in his or her efforts to demonstrate profi-
ciency in performing mathematical tasks. In other cases a
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dysgraphic student may know the correct answer to a
problem, but the itten response is incorrect because of
an omitted symbol, for example, 347 is written as 34,
3+4=7 is written as 347, or tenths is written as ten. Also,
the apparent error might be the result of reversing the
order of the symbols, for example, 243 is written as 234, or
3+4=7 is written as 34+=7, or the misformation of a sym-
bol, for example. 3 +4 =7 is written as 3x4=--7.

When working with a dysgraphic student, as is the
case with any student with a specific learning disability,
the teacher's initial efforts should be directed toward
maximizing the chances of the student successfully com-
pleting a task. Thus, exercises which require a written
response should initially be kept to a minimum. This can
he done by modifying conventional exercises to multiple-
choice questions so that the student will only have to use a
convenwnt symbol to mark the correct answer. Alter-
nately. the student may be allowed to use plastic or card-
board symbols to construct the answers.

APHASIA

One characteristic of aphasic students is that they
have considerable difficulty in expressing theniselves
orally They may be very slow in answering P -4uestion,
especially if a complete sentence is the expected response.
Or their responses may be incorrect or nonsensical state-
ments which reflect the inadvertent substitution of one
term for a related one. For example, rather than saying
that 8 and 12 are multiples of4. the response might be that
8 and 12 are factors of 4 or that 8 and 12 are multiply of4.
In any case a student's responses convey an impression to
the teacher, the other students, and the student as well
that the student does not understand. Moreover, an
aphasic student may be hesitant to ask questions during
the explanation phase of a lesson Thus, the student enters
the practice phase of the lesson with an incomplete under-
standing of the concept or process, and thereby may
practice or even perfect faulty procedures which must be
unlearned and which can confound the learning of other
topics.
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One method of minimiting oral communication
problems is through the use ofa nomerb.ddemonstration
technique It is not necessary for the teacher to speak
even to present the problem Rather, a problem is pre-
sented, the solution is demonstrated, and then a similar
problem is given to the students After a student writes a
solution to a problem or completes one step ofa multistep
solution, a smile from the teacher can mean a correct
response or a shake of the head can indicate that the
response was not correct and that someone else shod
offer a response Gestures are an effective way of mu_ ,i'-
ing whether the response is close to being right or if it is
really off target After correct responses have been given
to several problems, then the teacher can offer an'oral
explanation The advantage of this technique is that the

students have a basis for interpreting the oral explanation
of the concept or process. Questions asked during an Olaf

explanation should initially require only a one-or two-
word response, and students should be given practice
exercises in which they are asked specific questions like
those that could be asked in the context of an oral expla-

.

nation. For example, a question' like, "Two-thirds
one-half are 1" Or. the vv., ,tion may be multiple
choice, if the student' are unable to give a free :espory e

AUDITORY PERCEPTION

Many students /e unable to distinguish betwce

similar-sounding words or phrases For example, a stu-
dent may not hear the difference between "ten" and

"tenth Failing to perceive this distinction, a student
wonder why the decimal place immediately to the right of

the decimal point and the second place to inc left of the

decimal point have the same name Or. the confusion

between ten and tenth could be the explanation of

some students say. "236 27 rounded to the nearest tenth is

240 " There are numerous pairs of sound-alike tern, in
mathematics, for example, odd and add, divide and div-

isor Not being able to distinguish between the pronuncia-

tions of these words is one reason why some stud,::-.ts

don't understand the meanings of certain questions and

explanations Since most mathematics instruction is pres-
ented in an oral mode, it is essential that students ade-

quately develop their auditory perception
One of the more common ei rors in subtraction is for

the student to avoid regrouping steps by simply always
subtracting the smaller number from the larger number,

for example, 54-26=32 Students who make this error
frequently do not hear the difference between "4 take

away 6" and "4 taken away front 6." When students learn

to distinguish between p`?-ases of this type, they fre

quently recogni/e the need for the regrouping step and no

longer make this common subtraction error One tech-

nique for helping students to develop their abilities to
distinguish between similar sounding words and phrases

is to conduct and oral drill, where the teacher says a word

or phrase and then asks a student to repeat what the
teacher said A variation of this drill is to have the student

say a word or phrase, and then the teacher repeats the
student's statement The teacher should sometimes sub-

stitute an incorrect word, for exa,iple, "multiply" for
"multiplier." and the student then deck. 's whether or not

the teacher is correct At first only simple w ,rds or short

phrases should he used in these exercises, then later the

words and phrases should he incorporated into complete

sentences Other types of discrimination exercises which

invoke both auditory and visual skills shoulci, be used

with students who have problems in auditory perception

For example, the students are given a written list of paired

terms i he teacher says one of the terms in each pair, and

the students mark that term on their papers

PERSEVERATION

Some errors that students make arc the result of the

cAtinuance of a certain behavior to an exceptional
degree or beyond a desired point I his is called persevera-

tion For example, when asked to show a set of six blocks
the student negins counting and fails to stop at six The
resuli a set with more than six blocks In certain cases,

this behavh,i is the exph nation for incorrect answers to
addition and subtraction problems Perseveration is also
the reason why some students count a set of tens and ones

as all,tens Once they begin counting by tens, they seem to

be unable to switch from counting by tens to counting by

ones Another example of perseveration is the way stu-
dents write certain numerals, for example, 33 written 3S
3333 Problem exercises which contain more than one
operation are likely to foster perseveration For example,

If the first four items ale addition problems and the next

four items are subtraction problems, there is a tendency
for many students to treat some of the subtraction prob-
lems as addition problems There are several explanations
for this particular behavior, one of which is that some
students tend to perseverate an action once it is begun.

One method for helping a student learn to control a
tendency toward persevrsration is to encourage the stu-
dent to slow down the rate of work Lneourage the stu-
dent to stop after each step and think about.what to do
next Another technique involves drill exercises in which

the student is required frequently to switch from one
response to another Such exercises may require the stu-

dent only to read or write a sequence of symbols, or the
exercises may involve several operations arranged in a

random order
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OVERLOADING

In many instructional settings students are required
to assimilate stimuli received through two or more senses
-I he most common format for presenting a mathematical
lesson is to utillie some form of graphics, such as a
blackboard or text hook. supplemented by an oral expla-
nation In these situations the student must assimilate
both usual and auditory stimuli Thus, if the stude -ts

unable to assimilate the stimuli simultaneously both
sources, it is unlikely that the student will comprehend the
presentation Similarly. if a student is required to utilise
two or more senses to demonstrate his or her performance
on a green task, for example. to read a problem aloud
before solving the problem, a valid assessment of the
student's ability to perform the task may not be obtained

Situations requiring the integration of stimuli from
more than one source cannot be entirely avoided in the
day -to -day teaching of mathematics. However, if it

appears that the interaction of stimuli from Yarious senses
is having a negative effect on a student's performance,
then the instructional procedurc.s should he modified so
that the student is required to attend to only one source of
stimulus at a time For example, rather than n.quiring a
student to read a graphics display while listening to an
oral explanation, allow' the student sufficient time to read
the graphics and then proved. the accompanying oral
explanations

OVERATTENTION

When a complex graphic., display is used in the
presentation of a mathematical topic, some students will
fix their attention on a specific feature of the display For
example. a common method of constructing a diagram to
illustrate that one-half is equivalent to two-fourths is to
&sloe a figure, for example, a square, into hakes by
solid line and to use a broken line to divide each half If a
student's attention is focused on either the solid or broken
lines, or on the figure itself, then statements relating to the
partitioning of the figure into two or tour parts will not he
understood by the student Consequently, this graphics
display is not an effective aid for illustrating the relation-
ship between the two fractions A fixation on certain
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features of a display that results in mathematical error
also occurs in the presentation of problems For example.
in the problem 3+34, a student's attention can he fixes
only on the numbers. that is. the student does not see the
operation sign Realiiing that there is a problem to he
solved and not seeing the operation sign. the student is
likely to rely on art arbitrarY, rule for determining the
operation For example. if there is a large number and a
small number, you multiply In this way, the student's
answer would he 102 I he use of arbitrary rules for deter-
mining the operation is frequently the explanation for
wrong answers, which would 'correct tor another prob-
lem imohIng the s,ime numbers

ene technique for lessening the effects of overatten-
tion on a specific feature of a display is to emphasise the
various aspects of the display hv means of different colors
or shadings For example, in the display of computational
problems one color could he used for numerals and
another color for the operation sign. Another technique is
to present a display and have the students identify various
features of the display In the ease of the diagram for
showing the relationship between one-half and two-
fourths, have the students identify at least the following
details an outline of a square, a solid line through the
center of the square. a broken line which cuts the solid line
in half f o assist students in identify .ng a specific feature
of a display, a second display without the feature can be
shown [he task would he !ci col ipare the two displays.
that is. point out both similarities and differences

CONCLUSION

Due to the brew ity of this chapter it is not possible to
discuss each and every specific learning disability
Dy slexia and visual perception, for example. have not
been discussed Nor, is it possible to provide a compre-
hensive coverage of how each specific learning disability
could affect the le,irrungot'dners mathematical concepts
and skills Rather, tie primary objective here is to pros ide
a catalyst for encouraging teachers of handicapped stu-
dents to consider a hroadt:r spectrum of factors which
could affect their students' acquisition of mathematical
concepts and skills
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5. MATHEMATICS MEANS MANIPULATIVES:
TEACHING NUMBER CONCEPTS TO YOUNG

LEARNING-DISABLED CHILDREN

by Mary M. Myers

Mary M. 'Viers presents a number of manipulative activities for young
learning-disabled children. After trying these ideas, Your whole class will emov

doing the lessons, not only the handicapped youngsters. The author teaches
lerrung-dicabledflanguage-delayed .students in the Fairfax County. Virginia,

.schools

In order to gain a concept of numbers;and discover
relatiohships among numbers. specifically numbers rem
through twelve in this chapter. a child needs to explore a
variety of manipulatives in a variety of experiences. The
activities described in this chapter advocate a concrete
approach for teaching quantity understanding to the
young handicapped child in the regular cla'ssroom

Structured activities are grouped sequer.fially into
the following subgroups: one-to-one correspondence.
counting, introducing number symbols. ,nd number-
symbol association Several activities, all on the concrete
level, are suggested for each subgroup. Some of the
manipulatives and materials,' for instance, eNig cartons.
are included in eachisubgroup with some modifications to
show the sequential steps in learning ,number concepts.
New manipulatives and materials arc also included in
each subgroup to maintain interest

la addition to the primary objective of teaching
number concepts. the activities provide other benefits All
are easy to make using common household or school

objects. Most all the activities build fine motor and visual
motor skills since they require pincer grasp and eye-hand
coordination. The activities also touch on other math
concepts such as patterns, volume, sets, money, shapes.
space, and classifying. Many of the activities can be com
pleted independently once the child learns how to "play"
with the manipulatives involved. Finally. because the
activities use manipulatives, exploration, and movement,
they are intrinsically motivating.

One-to-One Correspondence

One-to-one correspondence is the concept that in
given sets, one member from one set can be paired with
one member from another. Such matching allows a child

to discover if the sets have equivalent amounts. Matchinf
is easier when the sets are equivalent and when the
members are concrete. Thus one-to-one activities should
start on this level. Gradually the child can learn to pair
more abstract members from nonequivalent sets.
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I. Cups and Straws

Materials Equal number of paper cups and
straws

Procedure The teacher puts cups and straws
on the table and asks the child if
there is a cup for each straw The
teacher then asks the child to show
how he or she knows The teacher
may have to prompt. "Does this
cup have a straw'' Show me or
"Give each cup a straw

Variation The teacher puts an unequal num-
ber of cups and straws on the
table. The teacher asks if each cup
has a straw and for the child to
show an answer. The teacher then
asks if there are more cups or
straws

2. Attribute
Mato ials

Procedure

Blocks

Attribute, color, or shape blocks
Construction paper
The teacher holds up a block and
asks the eliild its shape, color, and
size. Upon response. the teacher
gives anot er child a block. The
teacher goe around the able until
each child as an equal number of
each type of block. for example,
three triangles, three circles, and
three squares.

The teacher then gives each
child a sheet of construction
paper. The teacher tells each child
to put two types of blocks on
paper. for example "Put the trian-
gles and the circles on your paper."



o 0 0
0 .%. z.

The teacher asks if each circle
has a triangle and to show the
answer

Variation The teacher distributes unequal
numbers of each type of block
The child pairs designated blocks
and indicates that there is not an
equal matching.

\

3. Egg Cartons
a Materials Egg carton. cut apart to show sec-

tions one to twelve

1

.

H I a
Seventy cube blocks in large box
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Procedure The teacher tells the child to give
each egg section a Mock

b Materials 13 cardboard egg cartons intact
Magic marker
Cube blocks

Procedure rhe teacher draws one dot on the
bottom of egg sections to show
sets "iero" to "twelve

[:1:

The teacher asks the child to show
that there is a block for each dot,
demonstrating a one-to-one cor-
respondence to twelve

Variation With markers, the teacher makes
sets of dots different colors, for
example. set one with red, set two
with green, set three with blue, etc.
The child must match color as well/
as number, for example, three blue
blocks on the three blue dots. By
color coding, blocks may not
match up to the dots allowing the
chd to recognise inequivalent
sets.

4. Clothespin Wheels

Materials Eleven tagboard or cardboard cir-
cles five inches in diameter
Magic marker
Can of 55 clothespins

Procedure Pie teacher draws lines around
the edge of eacl circle to make sets
"iero" to "ten

0 0
I 2 3 10

1 he teacher asks the child if there
is one clothespin for each "spoke"
and to show a response.

Variation [he teacher provides approxi-
mately 55 clothespins.
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5. Blocks and Pictures

Materials Box of cube blocks or poker chips
Picture counting cards (five-by-
eight inches)

O 0

O 0

Procedure The teacher places cards face

down in a pile on the table. The
child picks a card and puts one
block on each picture to show one-
to-one correspondence

Counting Objects

Rational counting involves the ._itation of numerals
in correct sequence as well as ale assignment of each
number to an object or motion, that is, a pairing of the
number word with an object or motion.

I. Objects in One -to -One Correspondence.
The teacher can encourage the child to count objects after
completing one-to-one correspondence activities. The
child counts straws, cups, attribute blocks, cube bloc s.

clothespins after pairing the objects

2. Grab Bag

Materials Paper or cloth bag
Small counters. blocks, chips.

buttons
Paper cups

Procedure The teacher puts counters in the
hag and gives each child a paper
cup The child leaches into the bag
with one hand and grabs as many
counters as possible. The chitg
puts the objects on the table and'
counts them. If correct, the child
recounts objects into the cup
Continue until each child has a full
cup.

3. Attribute Blocks

Materials Blocks colored, shapes, or multi-
attribute
Pie tins
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Procedure The teacher dumps blocks in cen-
ter of table and gives each child a
pie tin The teacher then tells each

to look for a specific type of
blot.k or tells all the children to
look for one type of block, for
example. "Whet: I say 'go' put all
of the circles in your pie tin." On
signal,Vach child puts specified
blocks, one at a time, in Ihe tin.
After each child has founa all the
specified blocks, he or she takes a
turn counting the blocks by re-
moving them one at a time from
the tin If correct. the child
recounts the blocks back into the
main pile Play until each child
finds each type of block

4. Mstery Cartons

Materials Egg cartons
Box of counters. blocks, chips

Procedure The teacher tells the children to
put their heads down and hide

their eyes While their heads are
down, the teacher puts some coun-
ters into each carton, one per egg
section The teacher then closes
the lids and tells the children to put
their heads up Each child picks a
carton, the teacher may provide
different colored cartons so that
each child has to request a color.
The first child opens a carton and
counts the objects If done cor-
rectly the child recounts the ob-
jects back into box After the first
round, the teacher may let another
child hide the blocks in each
carton

Variation [he teacher lets the children watch
as the teacher puts counters into
each carton. I he children may
count with the teacher while put-
ting objects in cartons. The teacher

closes the lids. Each child then
picks an egg carton, and the
teacher asks the child to guess how
many objects are in the carton.
The child then opens the carton
and counts the objects to verify



5. Making Ones, Twos, Threes .

Materials Five-by-eight inch index cards
Counters parquetry shapes, cube
blocks. unifex cubes, etc.

Procedure The teacher spreads out several
index cards'on the table and puts
out a box of one type of counters.
The teacher tells the child to show
different wa vs of making a num-
ber by putting that many objects
on each card The child counts out
that number on ear:h card Some
examples are

Making ones

O

Making twos

Making threes

0

O

The teacher encourages different
patterns and may have another
child check by counthig the ob-
jects on the cards.
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Variation The child makes quantities with
pegs on pegboards. For example,
the teacher tells the child to show
different ways of making "four

Inti.-iclucing Number Symbols

Number symbols should be introduced in connection
with the concept of the number

I. One-to-One Correspondence and Count-
ing Activities. After the children have explored with
these activities. the teacher can introduce the number
symbols to those activities

a Egg Cartons 1 he teacher writes the number symbol
on the inside lid of each carton to correspond with the

number of dots

h Clotheyin Wheels The teacher writes number
symbols in the center of the wheel to correspond with the
number of lines.

c Blocks and Pictures 1 he teacher w rite, the number
symbol in the cor'ne'r of each card to correspond with the
number of pictures
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d Making Ones. Twos, Threes After telling the
child to count to, a certain number on the cards, the
teacher puts that number symbol on the table or on each

card

LT

3
,0 .e.
0 Z.
0 ..Z...

2. Number Grids

.

3

Material', Number grids made from tagboard
Box of counters cube blocks

Procedure The teacher makes number grids
(one to ten).

112 1 2 3 4 5 6'7 & 9 {0

The teacher puts a grid and blocks
on table and tells the child to put a
block in each box while countu'g
the blocks. The teacher shows the
child where to start After the
bloc's are on the grid, the teacher
tells the child to recount the blocks
from left to right with a finger.

Number-Symbol Association

Number- symbol association is the association of the
quantity of items in a set with the corresponding number

symbol. The skill of number-symbol association can be
shown in two ways: (I) given the number symbol, the
child produces that number of objects, and (2) given a set
of objects, the child produces or points to the number
symbol.

I. Number Cups

Materials Paper or plastic cups (stackable)
Magic marker
Box of small counters: color chips.
1/2 inch ,blocks
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Procedure With magic marker, the teacher
v, rites one number sy mbol on each

cup

The teacher stacks thetcups and
puts them and the counters on a
table The first child picks the top
cup, reads the number symbol.
and counts that number of objects
into the cup -I o check, the next
child empties the cup and recounts
the objects I hen that child picks
the next cup In this wak , continue
until all cups hake been filled
Once the child learns how to play,
child can flit cups independently
I he teacher or another child can
check

2. Roll the Dte
Materials Die ssith number symbols

Box ail Counters attribute blocks.
cube blocks. etc
Sheet of construction paper

Procedure The teacher puts counters on the
table and gees the first child con-
struction paper and a die. Child
shakes the die and drops it on the
paper Child reads number on the
die. Child counts out that number
of objects onto the paper Child
recounts the objects with a finger
to double-check a response If cor-
rect. the child keeps the counters
and passes the paper and die to the

next child
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Variation
Materials

Procedure

Continue in same manner with
other children until counters are
all distributed.
When the game is over, the teacher
can collect blocks by attribUtes.
for example "Give me all the red
blocks," or "Give me all thee

squares Or the teacher can let
children build with the blocks be-
fore letting them put the blocks
away in designated slots

HOC
0 El

Dice with dots (the teacher makes
large dice with sandpaper dots)
Number symbol cards
The child roles dice with dots and
couts the number of dots on the
diet: The child selects that number
sv,nbol card from table in this
v,oy. play until all number symbol
cards have been taken

3. Egg Cartons

Mate, ials 13 cardboard egg cartons
1 arge box of cube blocks
Magic marker

Procedure [he teacher writes a number sym-
bol ("0" to "12') on the inside of
each egg carton lid. The teacher
stacks the cartons and put them
and the blocks on table. Child
picks top carton. reads number
symbol, and puts that many blocks
in the carton (one per egg section)
In this way. continue until all cot-
tons are completed.

3g

Once a child learns how to play.
the child can complete cartons
ndependethly Another child or
teacher can check

4. Clothespin Wheels

Materials 11 tagboard circles, Live inches in
diameter
Magic marker
Clothespins

Procedure The teacher writes a number sym-
bol in the center of each circle.
The child places that many clothes-
pins on each wheel.

5. Store

Materials Pictures of food or empty food
containers
Magic marker
Box of play penr les or poker chips

Procedure With marker, the teacher writes
one number symbol on the back of
each food item The teacher dis-
plays food items on table. The first
"customer" requests food, turns it
over, reads number symbol, and
gives the teacher that number of
pennies or chips If correct. the
child keeps food item Continue
until all food is gone

Pegboards

Materials Pegboards
Pegs

Mac marker
Procedure I-he teacher writes one number

symbol on each pegboard or one
numbtr symbol Ly each row on
pegboard The child places that
many pegs into holes

2
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6. TEACHING MATHEMATICS TO VISUALLY
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

by Elizabeth Thompson Binstock

Elizabeth Thompson Btnstock offers excellent hints for working with the
visually handuapped child. She has observed that the blind or partially sighted
child needs extra time to deal with problems, lots ofmanipulative materials, and a

well-ordered environment, The author is Associate Professor for Special Education

and Management at Lesley College in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

A wide range of children come under the heading
"visually handicapped " For instance, there are children
with some limited central sight, children whocan see only
out of the corners of their eyes, children who one saw but
now are blind, and children who have never seen. These

variations can be confusing for a classroom teacher trying
to plan math lessons for a child with visual problems. In
this chapter. therefore. I will first fo.cus on general plan-
ning for any child with limited sight. I will then make

some specific suggestions for dealing with diffeient types

of visual limitations.

GENERAL SUGGESTIONS FOR
TEACHING MATH TO ANY VISUALLY

IMPAIRED CHILDREN

There are some general rules of thumb which are
helpful to keep in mind when planning for any child with a
vision problem. First.. a very careful check should be
made of the child's real understanding of various con-
cepts, such as over, under, inside, length, trianglg. One of
the pitfalls in teaching blind or partially sighted children
is that they can be very verbal and tree words approp-
riately without having a real grasp,of their true meaning
Therefore; it is important to supply the student with many
concrete experiences which can help build concepts. For
instance, playing with clay can help the child understand
about i le, ball, and long. Manipulatives, such as
Dienes blocks, attribute blocks, geoboards, unifix cubes,
and Cuisenaire rods, are useful to the whole class without
modifications. Braille labels can be added to other ma ni-
pulatives, such as 5alancesor chip trading activities. In
addition, there are specific concrete patella's which are
useful for visually handicapped stuatnts, For instance,
abacuses can make handy counting frames, and there are
small portable ones distributed by places iike the How
Press at Perkins School for the Blind in Watertown.
Massachusctts, Braille yardsticks and similar materials
can also he ordered from places specialuing in meeting
the needs of blind people.
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A second rule of thumb is that directions should be

given verbally and ckady , a nd repeated as often as neces-

sary. They should also be given in writing- 'either in
Braille or large type, whichever the child' uses. And,

thirdly, it is importitnt that the child can feel secure in

knowing that the environment is firmly in place and won't

be moved around unexpectedly. In the larger sense of the

physical environment, this means that it's wise not to keep,

changing the location of the (tirniture. All the same,ihe

child should he givenma seat which has clear marks for

getting there a wall, or a strip of carpet, for instance. In

terms of the math environment, it means that materials

should be easy to locate. pleasant to touch, and unlikely

to go rolling across.the room if a table on which they sit is

bumped into

TEACHING THE BASIC OPERATIONS

As I have already indicated, teaching strategies, both
formal and informal, should rely heavily on manipula-
tives. Addition and subrction, for instance, can be

taught by using a strip orwood of pegboard which has

dowels glued into the holes at equa' ntervals, forming a

single row Be sure to leave plenty of space between the

pegs and have handy a supply of washers which will slide

over the pegs For an addition problem, like "5 + 6," the

student can be asked to put five slashers on the first five

pegs. and then to put six more Washers on the next Six

pegs. The total can then be counted For the problem "14-6,"

the student can put fourteen washers on the pegs and then

remove six"ieedless to say, this approach works':best for

the addition and subtraction of small numbers
For larger acdition and subtraction problems, a rec-

tangular hoard, divided into two columns and three rows,
is more helpful In this case: the top row can be used to

represent the top line in an addition problem. Metal
washers are used t) represent the "tens" and rubber
washers represent "ones Thus, if the problem is "43 -
21," the top row is set up with four large metal washers in
the upper lett-hand corner, representing the Itens place,
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and three smaller hard rubber washers in the upper right-
hand corner, representing the "ones place I' nderneat h
the "4," in the second low, will he two large metal
washers, underneath the "1 in the second !WA, will he
one hard rubber washei the child then proceeds to till in
the answer on the bottom line. %%huh may he m irked off
from thc: two top Imes tis a strip of masking tape

I he adsantage of haying different stied washers Is
that there is a continual rehunder of place salue When it
becomes necessary to borrow from thetens-column, the
student can change a large washer for 10 smaller ones,
which then can he plied onto the "ones" peg

Multiplication and disision problems require larger
boards, with more rows and columrs For thise opera-
tions. it may he wise to number the rows and columns in
Braille tis using rounded nail heads, starting with the
upper left-hand corner as row 1, olumn I hor multipli-
cation, the child is asked to make three rows, with foul
rubber washersi,hers in each row, and then to decide on an
answer tis counting the total number of washerashers In this
case, there is only one washer per peg I or di mon, the
child is asked to dist& twelse washers esenls between
four rows Again. only washer per peg

Another mampulatise ssluch Is useful hen teaching
multiplication or disision is a nlastic egg carton l ou can
either use the bottom of the whole carton or cut the
bottom into smaller units three cups, lour cups. six
cups, and so on Dried beans can serse as sour counters
and he distributed quails into the egg cups For multipli-
cation you can has e the child place three beans in each of
tour Laps and count them, for disision sou can gise the
child six beans and ask that she or he place the same
number of beans in each of three cups with none left user
Both this excicise and the pegboard exercise described
earlier are helpful as a was to encourage students to
stuggle withIth the concepts and keep track of the numbers
Once the students understand the technique. they are
like's to es olse their own ssstems for keeping track of
information

THE PAR-I IA1.1 V SIGHTED CHILD

It has been ms experience that some partially sighted
children are high's dependent on their sight for informa-
tion. whileInk others are much less likely to rek on it as a
primary sense If sour student bends down to the paper or
mampulatises, notices colors, likes to paint, seems to
strain in order to see what is going on, then you probably
are dealing with a sisual learner and should pros ide
appropriate actis ities Place the child close toany demon-
stration area and the hoard, and pros ide printed exam-
ples of math written large as weir as sisualis clear
manipulaties Then stand back and assess sour results

4()

The sisual leaincis are like's to he ichesed that sou are
acknowledging the importance of sight to them, and they
often rise to thi. opport units

If the student is not a sisual learner, sou should rely
heas is on auditors and tactile'clues, using the techniques
which hase been mentioned earlier as well as the ones
which I will talk about in the follow mg sections The thing
to remember with a partially sighted child is that some
for m pt sight is as ada ble as an add nional checking mech-
anism and that limited pieces of information about the'
sisuaFAsorld are asailable Do not, howeser, make
mistake of assuming that more is accessible than act'
is Making sense out of the world at a distance is sery l 1

for a sisualls handicapped child, most
understood conies from sery close examp_

THE IOTAI.LY BLIND CHILD, BLIND
FROM BIRTH

77w Problem. A child who has neser seen a ns t hmg has
a sers different sense of the world from someone who ha'
learned through looking Information has come in as hits
and pieces, learned through the eats or fingertips I his

means that blind children will he like's to hose a much
more II agmented sense of groups and number, and how
they relate to each other than sighted children The con-
sersation of these children may mislead sou into thinking
that they know mon_ than they actually do, tor they often
has e learned the correct wards for things like square,
under, of addition without has ing a concrete sense of
what it is I hese c. hdoten are the ones most likels to hase a

lack of basic concepts

.S'trategte.s to Athlre.s.s the Problem it is a particu-
larly good idea to gise the child blind from birth many
opportunities to handle objects \ A hile exploring math
concepts Sorting like objects into groups is one useful
appi well Where possible it helps to make use of real-We
densities swung candles for a part}, dealing out Braille -
marked cards for a math card game, counting out sheets
of paper for groups \ A ho are working together, and count-
ing out food pellets for.the gerbils Fhese could be used as

either multiplication or dkision exercises For example
"How mans straws Ill t: need if we give iss o straws each
to 15 students" or "We have 10 candies and 5 students
How mans can each person hase' Handling lots of
shapes which are all triangles m fuares is another was to
help the child generah/e from specific examples

THE -I OTALLY BLIND CHILD, WHO
ONCE HAD SIGHT

I he totally blind child, who ho did not lose sight until
after the age of three or four. is likels to ietain some
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fragmentary sense of the sighted world and of how things
in the world relate to each other The older the child was
before becoming blind, of course, the more the pre ious
experience will be to call upon He or she may base a

much better grasp of concepts like length, group, under,
beside than the child who has never seen It is crucial to
figure out some informal ways of determining whether the
child undfrstands these words. If vou ask the child to
place something under the chair, you should ask yourself
whether any failure is due to groping around or a lack o;
understanding It is, therefore, wise to devise a number of
informal tests over time, so that you can get an accurate
profile of the gaps in the child's insights
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SUMMARY

I he central points to keep in mind V. hen teaching \ isu-

all\ handicapped childien are

Don't he misled h\ their \ erhal ttuenk\ into assuming
the. understand things thet are, in tact. unclear about

GI \ e them mans opportunics to test their ens \ ironment
(like them lots of manipulatises to \kork with
(vise them a well - ordered setting
GI\ e them time enough to wrestle with ant coneept

the are learning

10
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7. TIPS: TECHNIQUES IN PLANNING
FOR HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

IN REGULAR CLASS MATHEMATICS

by Carol A. Thornton

In all of her le( tures and writings. Carol A Thornton takes the common .sense
appr )ach She fully. reali:es that the teacher's planning turn ts at a minimum and.
therefor.. gives tips that are simple and financially' within the reach of every
classroom teat her The author is an Assoc late Professor of ilathernatic 5 at Illinois
State I'mversiti . Vormal

nically. handicapped students are more like than
different --rim their peers *What they really need in regu-
lar class mathematics sessions is mathematics teaching at
its very best The teacher's knowledge of and sensitivity to
any handicapping condition will help determine neces-
sary instructional adaptations

If a child has a Lear:ng loss, for example, teachers
would check for eye contact b,fore saying anything of
importance kc words or assignments would be written
as spoken. prefera%-dy on an overhead if the child can

speechread These stadents. like those with auditory per-
ception or memory difficulties. need high visual and
kinesthetic stimuli Others, including those with visual
impairments and visual perception or memory difficul-
ties. may requirt color coding aria ext.a auditors-
kinesthetic reinforcement

Often only a slight modification of an activity or assign-
ment is necessary to make it appropriate for stodents
using a lapbm.rd r wheelcharr desk At times it may be
necessary to limit the number of written problems to
make an assignment reasonable fur some physically h -

chcappeo or learning disabled students. V.' ile careful
sequencing. small step site, and provision for overlearn-
ing are Important for all students. these approaches are
necessary for children with learning difficulties

Without a lot of extrk time and planning, regular
clan teachers can do much to adapt mathematics Instruc-
tion to meet special needs. Specifically, the following
II PS may help These suggestions include some of the
more effective ways of meeting the needs of handicapp-d
students in the mainstream. The examples given should
serve as prototypes for applying the techniques to other

content topics
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Use Visuals and Manipulanyes to Illustrate
New and Important Idea,:

Handicapped children, like their peers in regular
class mathematics. are basically cc acrete in their think-
ing As a general rule. the use of simple or familiar objects
to illustrate facts and ideas wiltpromote both understand-
ing and retention

Example !: t se familiar objects to portray cer-
tain basic facts

A SPIDER = A A BOX Of COMM:

A ONO! 04641425:

O

5 fh4141Ate aw FACY .4(41n)

41



Example 2: l',e stacks of ten and single popsicle
sticks to illustrate renaming in 2-digit computation
Children with motor difficulties or iston impairments
ma, find it difficult to band the bundles of tens Chips of

one color he preferred 10-stacks (glued together)

and extra singles
In %%hole number addition. Just two big ideas presail

add like units
when there are too mans of some unit to write in

one position, a "10 for 1" trade must he made

ma -JONES

3
+1 7

13

C) CD CD rIADO

:cpcpcpcpcpcp 2_..4cpc)

TOO 41,4NY O ieR/T1 OAT
friAc ',SO A TRADE MUM
Be MA

TINS: 01415

3; 6
+I 7

: 3

Exampie Use graph paper squares. strips and
hundredths to illustrate decimal subtraction

Again, there are rust two big ideas
Subtract like units
It there are not enough of some unit to do the

subtraction. a "I for 10" trade must he made

.6 . 3 4

..6.34
..rit16

L /NE UP DIC/AWAI PO/NIT 119
MAXI /1" fASYIR TO
-ria7RAC Z/A-1

s

A.34
*-

.5

yi 0 744Pf
I 111/71i FOfK

JO Afi40/110/XS'10.000,,..000,
5 )0

.34 0000

000
000

oea
&Ai

414//49R101415"
/hi 001 Rif;
2
6 1/AVORFOTAT
LEFT,

.16

Example 4: Shade graph paper with WO squares

to help in decimal comparison

.42 .8

Color Code to focus Attention and Cue
Response

this technique is particular-lc helpful to students
with sisual perception or memor, problems teachers

Can use colored chalk or marking pen aurirF introduc-
tort teaching sessions and make examples acailable to

inch% idual students The familier red-green stoplight
colors work well for students with intact color %won for
these colors Green is the cue to "Go" or -Start here Red

means -stop Blue or other colors can he used for it.ter-

mediate steps

Example I. Count on from the greatest addend '
this technique has been used successfirilc with all types of

students. including trainables Beyond srmple introduc-
tory work for addition, there is nes er any need for a child

to count from 1 to find airscc cr. to simple addition fact,

1 he "s" In the illustration is green

8
+2

a

Example 2 Clock times trrst the hour I HI \ the
minutes alter

GREEN
(.1x4RrAcee)

RID

COLOR

GODEO

HANDS
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Example 3: Multistep computation Color ones
digits green to mean "start here

63

-19

Evample 4: Basic traction meaning (also helps
child read and write fraction correctly numerator first
(on top). then denonvilator)

aRtfli
PIA 0/AV

WWI/ 01./TL/la
7l7 4441r1.1110/1/4

( 6

45 10/41-SVED PARTS', -444 RED

Ot/lZ/NED IN REP

Example 5: Reading the larger numbers Color
code each triple within a period green-blue-red At the
emeal line, the child is cued to gist! the "family" name 2

Phis technique can be extended to reading of decimals

1,01[101/ ri/Oil.fAkt,

7 6 2 9,

1
1

1

Example 6: Aligning numbers in columns for
computation I rain the child to use a highligh!er to color
shade the columns Alternately? 4,1-se square centimeter

paper
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Example 7: Mixed addition-subtraction prob-
lems Some children perseverate tend to use the first
problem oil a page as a model for completingall others If
the first problem is addition they add all remaining prob-
lem,.. It the first problem ins olses renaming, they rename
in all problems whether or not this is actually needed I he

behasior iscompulsise rather than Just carelessness. Cir-
cling all addition problems green and doing these first,
before turning to the subtraction problems on the page
often helps Finger tracing the sign before computing is
also effectise

Allow Children to Finger Trace or Use Other
Theta,: Cues

In some cases seeing is not enough More total insol-
ement is required so that the respon. a child is capable

of are green

Example : Number re ersals g . 43 for 34. 6
for 9) Hasc sample numbers asailable for reference. Use
texture along with color aaauditors cues to emphasim
one part of a numeral T he ":4" of 43. for example, might
he drawn with a green marker, then retraced with glue
When allowed to dry. the glue leases a ridge user which a
child can finger trace

Example 2: Basic fact answers
a Sonic children can gise basic tact answers orally, but
hesitate or blank out when requited to write answers
I hese students can he'prompted to linger trace the prob-
lem say the answer quirtls to taemsch es. then write it

6 13
+7 8

6
9 45 +
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b Fo promrte retention for children with visual-memoi
difficulties. have them finger trace and quietly say both
problem and answer [ hen su&ge,t they close their eyes.
picture and sat the problem,,and give its answer agaii
Fhe answer side of a flash card deck can he u,ed for this

purpose

Example 3: Fact errors in computation Some
children know basic facts in isolation but miss them in
larger computational pioblems finger tracing the trou-
blesome fact or writing it to the side often triggers
recognition

Example 4. Fingers for multiplication 9's

fiNatft N1/LY1/31/CAT/ON MAKES 9'ss'EASY CH/LOREN Ne/A/BER 71/f/R
F/1/GERS, ar;r TD R/411/1;
FRO* 1 To /0.

-1

9x3 1010 3RD 1./NaER UNDER.

J17",k7
27 (-2 F/11GERS TOLNAT IsrNT
READ ANSWER "RON F/A/BERS

, 'N6ER )7 127 INS Razor

A
6 A9 ---.- FOLD fa nowieisvg.
71EA0 ANSWER PROMFt4fahne
54(5 Riiatits TV 1ff, Of eiwr
lc/H&J/2; 4 r0 THE gla/17).11

Capifahie on Patterns and Other Associa-
tions to Promote Retention or ',:nderstanding

Children with problems in abstract reasoning. memory.
or other related learning areas ca n frequently be helped by

carefully structured instruction which uses patterns and

relevant associations

DOUBLE t. 1

6 7
+ 7 +6 czi

12.

Ex-ample 2: Nddition 9's and a pattern

9

+5.., +9
AN! ONES 0/6717\
/i4/ SUM LS'

;

14" 161 12'

Some children use different patterns For example 10+ 4

h 14. so 9+ 4 is ! less 113) Or. for 9 + 4, they may think of
"taking 1"from 4 and "giv mg" it to 9 to make 10 + 3113)

Evample 3: Hard :r multiplication facts having
even products see what half will do'

Example 1: Addition facts related to doublo or Example 4: Meaning to decimal notation Fhe

known "10" sums using eosy facts to help with harder modelStnd underscoring help children relate one decimal

ones
digit to "tenths." two decimal digits to "hundredths

45
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.61111.11

.3441,0, la --4,- .5
a
0

I ZERO, / Ofe./MAL
PLACA

Example 5: Easy buildup to harder problems.

24 24 24 2F4- 4 20W -4 23J
X6 X20 x26

Example 6: Sire cues and fraction comparisons,

I 1

--; P/101 Of CAKE

%

Use Auditory Cueing1

Childien with visual handicaps and difficulties in
Visual perception or memory generally require a high
degree if auditory reinforcement.

Example l: Basic facts

O. is RHYME: 6X6 °Si; 6Xf '41) 6 AQ*442.

Ix I; 3 X 4 lfFMI YOU SO /V MI MD
A#0 4M 644oe, yogi ee rip
RYE Arr AND 2ND.

56. 7 x4II IlioelWOO ny me 7re
AND erN 6.44", YOU 90
re IMF 017 AND 6/74
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Example 2: Multiplication of decimals

Example 3: Sequence in carrying out a compute-
tion.

63
19

MI.? Atfr,
reef,/ PIACI'

At limes. Assign Fewer Problems and Mtn-
=we or Eliminate Copying from the Board

Some children. due to high distractibility. hyperactive
tendencies, or frustration do not complete assignments.
In these cases it may be necessary to.

Provide fewer problems per page.
Create several standard formats for worksheets and

provide black construction -paper masks which blot out
all but one fourth or one third-of a page at a time.

Cut the worksheet into fourths or thirds and assign
only one small section at a time

Similar techniques are appropriate for some students
with physical. visual perception. or vision impairments. If
visual-motor d rficulties are sev-'el-e. it may be necessary
to

Limit written problems
Provide special lined paper or masks to mark problems

which are. copied.
Require no board copying
Provide nonskid rubber sheeting upon which writing

paper and textbo.oks can he placed.'
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When children tend to lose their place on a written prob-

lem page, teachers can:

Clearly define the problem with heavily outlined boxes.

Train students to keep one finger on the problem while

calculating.
Have students put a chip _or "x" at the pr

Carefully Sequence Instruction in Small Steps.
with Adequate Provision for Practice and
Review .

This approach is critical for students with learning diffi:
culties, since extra developmental and practice time is

necessary for both their understanding and retention of

the concepts and processes. Breaking instruction into
small, meaningful segments makes learning possible

rather then overwhelming for these students.

Example I: Basic addition facts. (Throughout.
emphasise that ',:turn arounds" work. For example. 3 + 6 =

9: 6 + 3 = 9.)

Step I.

Step 2.

Step 3.

Step 4.

Step 5.
Step 6.

Count ons (For sums less than 10. emphasin
counting on from the greater addend. Later
this idea would be extended to all facts having
2 or 3 as an addend.)
Sums equal to 10. (If necessary, have children
"get the feel" from their fingers.)

.\\\k--STRIAt9

3 + 7 s /0
7 +3

Doubles. (Mastery is critical before moving to
step 4. Use auditory and visual cueing to help.)

Facts related to doubles: Doubles + I, Dou-

bles + 2.
Addition 9's. (Use patterns to help.)
Only 3 (of the 100) facts left: 4+ 7, 4+ 8, 5+ 8.

This sequence has been used successfully with

all types of students, including learning-dis-

abled children and educables.

Example 2: Basic subtraction facts: teen minuends.

Step I. Be sure,of these prerequisites-
a. Children realim that 14 is 4 greater than 10; 16

is 6 greater, 13 is 3 greater. and so on.

b. Children can subtract any number from 10.

Step 2. Now use 10 to help with teen minuends

"wow RAW ,"
AO ARO IN ,'

Example 3: Basic multiplication facts. (Again
emphasise the commutatise of each fact throughout the

sequence).

Step I.
Step 2.
Step 3
Step 4.
Step 5.

2's (Link to addition doubles )
5's (Link to money, time on the clock.)
9's (Use patterns or hands to help.)
9's and l's.
Only IS facts left to learn:

Five are perfect squares (PO. 4X4. 6X6.

7x7, 8X8);
ten others (3 X (4,6,7.8); 4 X (6.7,8); 6 X

(7,8); 7x8). For these, refer to the suggestions

of TIP 4 (example 3) and TIP 5 (example I).

Work for Mastery One Step at a Time

Teachers can often anticipate common trouble spots in
computation. Troublesome to the average child. these can

be disastrous to students with severe learning difficulties

who typically have a low frustration level. Teachers can

ma ximiie success experiences for these students by specif-

ically focusing on rough spots. The one-step approach

illustrated below has proved highly effective with many

learning-disabled and other students In each case, it is



unnecessary to work the whole problem until the difficult
step is mastered.

Example I: Long Division Anticipated problem:
difficulty in multiplying sideways. On worksheets child-
ren are asked just to perform the next step: that of
multiplying.

2
37/T3873

Example 2: Renaming in subtraction of fractions.
Anticipated problem: showing 13 8 rather than 11 8
after renaming. One-step assignment: just rename. One
would of, course, use materials to illustrate this renaming.

5 13

'Et

Example 3: Division of fractions Anticipated
problem- inverting the wrong fraction. To focus on
inverting the divisor, children carry out just THE NE X f
SEEP of the given problem

3 1

4

Example 4: Decimal multiplication or division.
The only new step placing the decimal point. Provide
problems that are "worked" except for correct placement
of the decimal point in the answer.

2
x .

.3
03

113

21
73

176
176
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Provide a Sample Problem or a Ctyptic Sum-
mary to Help Children Who Confuse or
Forget the Sequence of a Computation

Example I: Visual directional cues in sample
problem.

63
--I9

Example 2: Flip chart tor a sample problcm (sepa-
rate page for each step)

Example 3: Sample problem either st,trted or
completed at the top of worksheets

2 090
1

1284

Example 4: Cry ptic summary the short of it for
long division

47

I. Divide
2. lidtiply
3. Sobiroct
4. Chock
5. Bring down



Actively Involve Students During Instruction

Make sure students clearly understand learning goals.
Then give them a means to monitor progress made (e.g.,
use of a personal bar graph)

Encourage students to describe situations which apply
the mathematics to common. real-life uses

Call on studentuo verbalise personal understanding of
a concept or process

...

49

intervention techniques such as these foster independence

in leaf-mg and using mathematics an important goal

for all handicapped students.

'4
Footnotes

1
I he October 1979 issue of .4rithrnetir Teacher, pp 6-9,

makes some excellent suggestions for helping students count on

from a given number

II the child's learning clisabilit!, is stsual closure, use digits of

one color, but underscore each triple 1 his will help the child see

the number as a w hole rather than as disjoint digits. 1he under-

scoring will help trigger the recognition to "read as a 3 -'igit

number !hen add the family name

' Ds cero for example, can he purchased at orthopedic supply

stores
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8. TEACHING MATHEMATICS
TO LIYADOLESCENTS

by John F. Riley and Fredricks K. Reisman

The authors suggeit the use of the Reisman-Kauffmati Specific Learning
Disabilities in Mathematics Checklist as an aid in helping handicapped students
select the mathematics they must learn for their chosen vocations in life. John F.
Riley is an Instructor in Elementary Education and Fredricka K. Reisman is
Professor and Division Chairperson of Elementary Education at the University of
Georgia, Athens.

The term "learning disabled" (LD) 's generally
accepted as involving academic performance that is at
least two years below oxpected achieve,ment when other
handicapping conditions are not apparent. Adolescence
refers to the period commencing with puberty, about
eleven or twelve, through eighteen or twenty years of age.
This discussion focuses on mathematics instruction for
learning-disabled adolescents.

In order to understand the mathematics needs of LD
adolescents, a teacher must be familiar with nqrmal ado-.
lescent development and with the unique characteristics
of young people displaying the learning disabilities that
Influence mathematics acquisition. These two issues are
outlined next.

NORMAL ADOLESCENT
'DEVECOWIT

Smith and Payne (1980) provided a summary of
descriptions of adolestents as follows:

... persons at this stage of development make a
gradual shift of social crier:tam away from the
family to the peer group (Pollard and Geoghehan,
1969).

Youngsters in this group begin to seek in earnest to
develop an identity of their own (Erikson, 1963).

... the adolescent begins to attain physical and
social maturity and she he moves from a simply
conforming person to a more self-governing indi-
vidual It is at this stage that age-mates and models
assume a position of great importance in the lives of
these youngsters.

...the primary lessons of youth during this period
are social and emotional, rather than intellectual
... specific tasks associated with adolescent devel-
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opment are. I. achieving new and mature relations
with age-mates of both sexes, 2. achieving a mascu-
line or feminine social role, 3. accepting one's phy-
sique and using the body effectively, 4. achieving
emotional independence of parents and other adults,
5. preparing for marriage and family life, 6. prepar-
ing for an economic career, 7. acquiring a set of
values and an ethical system as a guide to be-
haviordeveloping an ideology, 8. desiring and
achieving socially responsible behavior (Havig-
hurst, 1972).

Compton (1978) distinguished between early adoles-
cents, ages ten to fourteen, and late adolescence, and used
the term "transescent" a word coined by Donald Eich-
horn (1965). This distinction underlies reasons for estab-
lishing middle schools rather than high schoolish junior
high organizations, Compton suggested that a general
characteristic of a program based on the nature of the
transescent should involve instruction that focuses on
facets of a theme so that "distinctions between the content
fields would be blurred or non-existent (as they are in real
life)."

Adolescent theory has asserted that this period is one
of "storm and stress." Terms such as "identity crisis" and
"generation gap" are related to the storm and stress phe-
nomenon. However, empirical studies have failed to sup-
port the storm and stress condition.

Coleman's (1978) research led him to formulate a
"focal theory" of adolescence. According to his theory,
concern for the traditional issues of adolescence. e.g. sex-
appropriate role behavior, achievement of a sense of iden-
tity,' and personal commitment to some ideology, set of
value , occupation, or life-style, peak at different times,
allowing many adolescents to deal with them one at a
time. Those adolescents who have to deal with several

' crises simultaneously are the ones most likely to have
problems. For Coleman the resolution of one crisis (or the
completion of one stage) is not necessary for beginning
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another. In addition, there are no fixtd boundaries
between stages or crises, they are not linked to any age or
developmental level, and the sequence in which they may
be encountered is not immutable: Regardless of the the-
ory one accepts, the classroom teacher is faced with deal-

ing with individuals who are undergoing tremendous
changes, both psychologically and physically.

LD ADOLESCENTS

Jacks and Keller (1978) stated that "adolescence does
not miraculously bypass the child with a learning disabil-
ity." The LD adolescent carries a double burden, suffer-
ing from beii.g "special" and "different" at a time when

conformity and peer acceptance are most important. Re
or she may become a nonconformist by circumstance
rather than by choice. The pressures and experiences of
adolescence are the most crucial ones confronting these
studentsmore crucial, 2 :cording to the teachers, than
success in schoolwork. In addition, the adolescent with a

learning disability has seldom developed the coping
strategies needed, a situation due in part to low self-
esteem.

Lower self-esteem among LD adOlescents has been
found by Rosenberg and Gaier (1977). Scores on the
social self-peer subsca le of the Coopersmith Self-Esteem
inventory showed a significantly more negative self-
image for LD adolescent- 'liar' for "normal adolescents

Lerner (1976) discussed the effect of a child's educa-
tional experience and stated that persistent learning prob-
lems and negative attitudes toward learning are often
accompanied by emotional and social problems.

Epstein and Cullinan (1979) stated that LD adoles-
cents fail "to achieve one or more developmental-educa-
tional goals to an acceptable extent within an acceptable
period of time." These goals include social participation,
intellectual competence, community contribution, and
career preparation.

Wiig and Semel (1974) found that when LD adoles-
cents were given tasks involving comparatives and spatial

and temporal relationships, they showed deficits in audi-

tory comprehension, logical processing, and semantic

coding.
Reisman and Kauffman (1980) identified generic

influences on learning mathematics. These are grouped
into four major classes: cognitive, psychomotor, sensory
and physical, and social and emotional. They then present
instructional strategies that may be applied to various
topics included in the K-I2 mathematics curriculu . The

instructional strategies,were developed in relations ip to
generic influences on learning that include the follow,

Cognitive Influences on Learning Mathematics
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Rate and Amount of Learning
Speed of Learning in Relationship to Mathe-

matics Topic
Ability to Retain Information
Need for Repetition
Ability to Learn Sy mbol Systems
Sim of Vocabulary
Ability to Form Relationships, Concepts, Gen-

eralizations
Ability to Attend to Salient Aspects of a Situa-

tion
Use of Problem Solving Strategies
Ability to Make Decisions and Judgments
Ability to DrawInferences and Conclusions
Ability to Abstract and to Cope with Complex-

ity
Psychomotor Influences on Learning

Mathematics
Perceptual-Motor Impairment
Sensory and Physical Influences on Learning

Mathematics
Sensory Limitation
Low Vitality
Fatigue
Physical Impairment
Social and Emotional Influences on 'I earning

Mathematics
Degiee of Independence.
Attention Deficits
Motivation
Anxiety
Coping with Exceptionality

Reisman and Kauffman ( 1980 ) dev eloped a checklist

for evaluating a student in terms of generic influences on

learning mathematics. This checklist is made up of throe

columns which are described below

The first column includes specific learning dis-
abilities in mathematics. These are grouped as
Reasoning. Problem Solving, Orientation, Motor
Performance. Attention. Perception, and Affect.
The second column on the checklist identifies
mathematics topics that are most affected by the
particular generic influence on learning.
The third column summaries instructional stra-
tegies most appropriate for either circumventing
weaknesses or facilitating the strengths of a
learner.

A portion of the Reisman-Kauffman Specific Learn-

ing Disabilities in Mathematics Checklist (SLDM) is
rep; inted here as Figure i The purpose tr., to show that

so



FIGURE I
INSTRI.CTIONAL STRATEGIES FOR SLDM: CHEC KLIST

SI DM
(Check box if
displayed by Related Mathematics
student) Topic

Instructional
Strategy (IS)

Does not
appropriately sequence
occurrences or objects

Sequencing
Order
Serration
Computation
Senation extended

Inability to make Judging and Estimating
choices and decisions Computation

Does not make
appropriate inferences
from data and draws
inappropriate
conclusions

,

Judging and I summing
Cause-cflect

instructional strategies may he developed for teaching
mathematics to adolescents who display deficiency in one,
or more generic influences on learning especially in
those factors related to learning mathematics

The following section is a description of an LD
adolescent for whom all three boxes on the SLDM Check-
list were marked. Note that his weak areas in mathematics
are apparent in the second column entitled "Related
Mathematics Topic."

AN LD ADOLESCENT

JAInny, age 12. exhibited characteristics associated
with L3 adolescents. For example, he failed to achieve
the first two goals discussed above by Epstein and Cull,-
nan. His social participation was immature. his expected
achievement was at least two years greater than his actual
achievement He displayed some basic mathematics weak
nesses including a lack of understanding of place-value
relationships, poor computation skills, inability to per-
form selected measurements (e.g time, using a ruler,
measuring capacity), and interpret graphs. Johnny was
hyperactive and distractible' He displayed excess physi-
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Present small amounts
chunking

Incorporate redundancy
'Use cues
Proside complex and or

subtle sequencing actisities
Use structured algorthms

Control number of dimensions
that define a linear sequence

Emphasise patterns
Incorporate incompleteness

to actisate creative potential
Reinforce attention to a relevant

dimension
t s,-; pupil questions
t se structured algorithms

L
Provide complex or subtle

sequencing densities
Incorporate incompleteness to

aetisate creative potential
Reinforce attention to a relesant

dimension
Point out relesant relationship

cal activity in relationship to the demands of a situation.
He had a short attention span. and he attended to irrele-
vant. stimuli in learning tasks. This distractibility ap-
peared to interfete with his ability to engage in sequential
and analytical thinking. These behaviors also put the
ether students off and inhibited his socialization with his
peers In addition his written computatibns were messy
and he appeared spatially and temporally disoriented. It
seemed as if ,lohnny were like some powerful animal.
trying to fight its way out of an entangling trap. If he
could stop struggling against himself, stop repeating the
mistakes he had made, he might be able to capitalize on
some strengths he had and begin to work his way free.

And Johnny did have some strengths. He had a
strong motivation to work He was likable, could sec
humor in situations. and received reinforcement in athlet-
ICS

Johnny's strengths in mathematics were well deve-
loped He did well in those areas that afforded him suc-
cess Of particular note was the area of fractions, which
was subsequently used by his teacher as a vehicle for
helping him to improve h!s peer relations as well as his
sequential and analytical thinking.
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In conclusion, the selection of those topics that will
best sere the needs of an I D adolescent must be made in
relationship to both academic and N matio na I considera-

tions Selection of topics must be based on a double
criterion that mathematics which I.D adolescents can
learn and that which the should learn.

Footnote

I Kauffman (1977 p 146), summarited in Reisman and Kauff-
man 11980), defined the following terms

Hiperat to n I or hiperAinesi, ink okes t.ACCSINt! motoractititt
of an inappropriate nature

Di+trattihiliti is the inabilitt to seleetitelt attend to the appro-
priate or rele% ant stimuli in a green situation or oterselect it it of

attention to irreletant stimuli

/mius/ my is di anhihition or , :ndenct to respond to stimuli
7 -quiekl% and without considering alter-names
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9. REVERSE MAINSTREAMING WITH MICRO-
COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS

by Betty lossi

Reverse mainstreaming is a creative idea for schools that house the micro-
computers in special education classrooms in accordance with funding require-
ments. Betty lossi's unique reversatrole certainly has many pluses besides acquiring
new mathematics skills, such as respect of classmates, self-esteem, and getting to
know schoolmates in-afamilar environment. Formerly a teacher of special educa-
tion in the Ridgewood. New Jersey, public schools, the author teaches in the
Redwood City Public Schools in California

Two students playing "Baseball" are intent on the
computer's screen in front of them. One is a fifth-grade
girl from the regular class down the hall. The other is a
neurologically impaired (NI) boy who is assigned to this
self-contained special education classroom with other NI
students his age. He is teaching-her to use the PET Com-
modore Microcomputer. This is not the usual procedure
for integrating handicapped students with their nonhan
dicapped peers. Instead of this special education student
being mainstreamed out of his classroom. a fifth grader
from the regular class is coming to his class to receive
instruction. What is occurring is reverse mainstreaming.

The PET, as it is fondly called, is helping to make this
process a smooth one. The strategy was to give priority
training on the PET to the NI students. Not only were
they thrilled about acquiring this new skill, but it also
gave them a degree of prestige within the,school. Once the
NI students demonstrated the ability to run a program
independently, they became the teachers, tutors, and
helpers of the fourth, fifth, and sixth graders roles they
know well from being on the receiving end of such ser-
vices. The handicapped students express good feelings
about having friends come to their classroom for a
change. It raises their self-esteem. They feel important
knowing how to interact with a computer and gain the
respect of their classmates as well. Knowing about com-
puters is a much sought after and desired skill. Nonhandi-
capped students have the opportunity to get to know a
handicapped student and have the exile. 'Pnce of being
inside a special education classroom.

The role of the PET is to supplement rather than
supplant the regular math curriculum. The current math
programs offer different formats to practice previously
taught math concepts. The PET is not used to teach new
concepts. For example, the fourth graders had been
taught the procedure for long division. The commercial
PET tape entitled "Divine " was introduced at that point.
A long division probleo. tomes on the screen. At each step
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of the process, the correct digit must be typed in the
precise place

2. 2

41844 4 844

Whereser the flashing star appears, the student must type
in the correct digit. The process continues in this fashion
until the problem has been solved. When an error is made,
the computer indicates so immediately, and will not pro-
ceed until the correct answer has been typed in. If, after
several attempts, the answrr is still wrong, the PET
flashes what it should be with a brief explanation. Tie
students are actively involved in that they type the numer»
als and sometimes the operations. in order to activate the
machine. Immediate feedback is received, and corrections
must be made on the spot. Motivation is high. Students
unknowingly are getting rapid drill practice on their facts
when they think they are just playing Na math game.

The PET offers the opportunity for individualization
of the math program as well. The programs commercially
available offer a range of difficulty levels from drill on
basic facts to problems requiring conversion of fractions
to decimals. Within the programs there are sometimes
varying degrees of difficulty, also. The favorite, "Base-
ball," for instance, offers a choice of three levels of diffi-
culty and operations addition, subtraction, and multi-
plication. So: within 0 classroom, one team of players.
may be reviewing basic level I addition fticts, while others
may be working problems at the level 3 multiplication.
setting, which requires multiple digit products.

Several of the math games can be played ay two
players. This encourages socialisation within a structure.
The rules are clear and the parameters of the game well
defined. The computer acts as the referee or umpire. In

I.
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the game of "Baseball" the PET occasionally ma kes'a play
at first base after the batter has made a hit, thus causing an

out This chance factor provides a more interesting game
fot the less able student, who might otherwise have to wait
a long time for a turn at bat

Selection of ippropriate to is important during
the teaching stages. Two tapevfave been especially good
for this. They are played in a cooperative manner. Both
players work toward matching the skill of the computer.
which involves strategy One is called Hurkle. A Hurkle is
hidden in a grid on the screen. The players take turns
guessing the coordinates of the Hurkle. After each guess,
the PET gives directional clues such as "Go northwest."
or "Go cluth " It reinforces the concepts of directionality
using x and y coordinates, in addition to encouraging
deductive reasoning. If the Hurkle is not lovnd afte1 five
tries, it reveals its location.

Another good program to use during the initial
teaching stages is called Hanoi. The students work coop-
eratively to move a series of discs from one pile to
another. Only one disc may be moved at a time, and a
larger disc may not be placed on a smaller one When the
to as 'een c..,,npleted, the PET indicates the solution

u ing the fewest possible moves. The players try to match

skill Of the PET The most difficult level requires
xta position of seven discs on three poles

J

ti

NANO/ LIWELl
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SUMMARY

One way of dealing with handicapped and nonhandi-
capped children within one classroom is through reverse
mainstreaming. whereb} students from the regular class-

rooms come in to the special education classroom The
personal microcomputer is an effective way of doing this.

Teaching their peers has enhanced the self-esteem of the

NI students, developed motivation for facts drill, and
fostered an atmosphere conducive to socialization Care-

ful selection of tapes is important for the success of the

program It requires little supervision from adults
The following is a partial annotated list of appropri-

ate math programs for use by handicapped and nonhan-

dicapped students in the classroom

I Hurkle - use of grid coordinates -

2 Rounding - to I's, 10's, 100's, 1 10, and 1 100

places
3 Snoopy introduction to negative numbers
4 Baseball - basic additidn, subtraction. and mul-

tiplicat?on facts
5 Dart - involves some estimating skills with basic

operations
6 Divide - step-by-step procedure for long divi-

sion
7 Arith regrouping in addition. subtraction,and

multiplication
M1 Dll - combining multiplication and addi-
tion skills (3x4*5)

9 Add'- instruction in carrying
10 Hanoi - realigning discs
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10. THE STUDENT WITH EXCEPTIONAL
EDUCATION NEEDS AND THE CALCULATOR

by Kathryn Dietrich -Allen and Henry S. Kepner, Jr.

Kathr n Pietru h-,4llen and Hens i S Kepner, Jr , have a fresh outlook for all
teat hers of mathematat in their use of the alculator hi blind, parali:ed, deal,
retarded, and nonverbal students, and partitularit by students is tth learning tits-
atiihnes Among the latter group, the authors lochs on those huh short-term
mentor% problems, visual distractions, ladle of e-hand toorthnation, od 0111)-
tionahhAturhant es The author shays that the calculator it ill alloys the ptional
student to e x-perience the e vhilaration that t time from solving problems erred th
he tougher the problems, the greater the satisfat lion and feeling of independent e
for the handu upped i uungster Kathrin Thom h-Allen is a farmer gradate student
amt Henri S Kepner, Jr , is an Assot tate Proles , in the Department of Guru
lum and Instrut non at the I_ nit ersiti of tst ()win- iiibtaukee

to date little ha' beim written about the use of calcu-
fat( .. by students with exceptional needs 'siloq articles
on calculators hale stressed enrichment and exploration
dotitres It is the author's' contention that the calculator
ma 4 be the most important mathematical too! for mans
students with exceptional needs For it is,the calculator
that ,.arr allow indisiduals to assume a more normal.
independent life as an adult

Chandler 0978) summaries an earlier studs h
Brow mg which finds" Arithmetic to he thy most ci ,tica I of
basic academic skills important to the working retard-
,tte I his argument is based on the fact that so much of
daily Ilk deals with problem solsing time. money,
measurement. counting. ard basic computations io
Ilse a life with the least restrictions imposed, com-
petence in a sa nets of arithmetic skills and applications

necessary

Capps and Hatfield (1977) pow.' out that at a rate of
40 minutes per day lur arithmetic instruction. the typical
f" c.lily mentally retarded studoit spends one sixth of

e in grades one through eight trying to master the
computational algorithms for whole numbers. Fsen

unlit this great evuienditure of time exit performance
usually does no, ,:xeeed a fourth-grade loci At this lord
of performance, the student shows little confidence or
ability to handle applii,itions

of students with ariety of physical handleaps. the
calculator allows the performance of computations which
Ca CI he dif'icult to master with the standard paper-and-
pew' procedures For students with a sariety of emo-
tional disat iaties. the calculator can help minimise the
fiustiatii s tudents experience in trying to perform
complicated. sequential procedures. such as long thy ision
or multidigit subtraction with regroup; g

or all students. elementary mathematics has they_
eomponents basic concepts. computational skit' ", and
application% 1 he extent of the use of calcuia rs will
sacs depending on a student's difficulties h many
special students. the introductory concepts. like :non
or multiplication. and the basic facts. like 7+3 a tfi x 5,
can he mastered without depending on ealculatt How-
eser. the masters of multidigit cum, anon% without a
calculator may neser he realistic For such students an
empnasis on concepts, practice with basic facts. and cal-
ulator rrform.mcc of algorithms P. appropriate. 1 his

use of calculators can sase student success and self-
esteem

I or some students the basic facts. like 7 x 5, seem
impossible to master The calculator pros ides a highly
acceptable and accessible tool for these Audents. In the
past the use of charts or tables w.is allowed Now the
calculator. a tool used by most adults. can be employed
.ssithout drawing attention to the friths idual's memory
delwieno

From studies done with regular education students.
Rudnick and Kru!ik (1976) and Suydam (1979) report
that there is no decrease in other areas of mathematical
learning for students who use the calculator. Thus, what
we know so far suggests that the use of calculatos by
exceptional students may pros ide great gains with ?nin-
Intl loss

1 he extensise time now spent on computational facts
and algorithms can he applied to improsing onderstand-
mg of mathematical concept% and applications Of special
importance are numeration concepts, estimation skills,
geometric provrties, and consumer skills Frequently
these are omitted because of the time spent on computa-
tional performance



While some teachers express concern about a stu-
dent's depending on calculator;. the calculator actually
pros ides the opportunity or student independence in a
mainstream setting and later as an adult Schnur and
Lang (1976) found that simply has mg the calculator pres-
ent. with no specific instruction at all. was enough to aid a

group of students with special needs in learning how to

compute without a calculator- Carpenter, et al (198))
found that only 46 percent of I3-year-olds and less than
half of 17-sear-olds correctly erimputed 2qta.52 without
a calculator However. one half of the 9-year-olds ob-
tained the correct result using a calculator Most of the
9-sear-olds had only minimal, ex; )sure to the disision
concept 1 hus, the building of computational proficiency
by means of the calculator Can parallel concept des clop-
ment

In seeking to reinforce basic facts calculator-like
des ices such as "1 he I role Professor." "Data man.- and
the "Digital." provide important drill experiences As one
source of drill. these devices are extremely effective I he

des ice pros ides instant feedback to the student in a con-
sistent. nonthreatening way Many students find it et'SICI

to he told repeatedly of errors by a machcre than by a

teacher, classmate. or parent 1 he tireless consistent

electronic-drill des ice pros ides a constructive opportun-
it for students who frequently become disruptive rn
groups where the% receive inadequate attention or cannot
succeed

I he ultimate goal of mathematics instruction for all
students is problem wising I he traditional curriculum in
the United States has placed computational mastery as a
prerequisite to problem solving Hence. many students
with special needs him:seldom been placed in the a pprop-
riate setting for problem solving ui mathematics

In the typical mathematics word-problem context.
students are expected to produce the correct answer !his
expectation has two parts (I) decide on the appropriate
arithmetic procedure and (2) perform the calculation cor-
rectly For numerous students the selection of theapprop-
nate procedure was not recogniied because errors in
computation led to a wrong answer

Jaggard ;1977) observed that many low-achieving
seventh and eighth graders "fret:A:" in solving problems
because of past failures m computation skills Once freedp.
from these failures:These students were able to become
problem solvers. Use of the calculator does not eararantee
success in problem sock mg. but it allows the student to

focus on the major issue problem solving The calcula-
tor is asarlahle for trial- and - error. generation of hypo-
theses, and checking of conjectures

Nationally there is a rapid acceptance of the calcula -
for as a valuable mathematics too! for general mathemat-

ics students who are weak in computation No other
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teaching strateg: or deuce has impulsed student per-
formance and self-concept lor students % ho hose suffered

sears of computation failure I his repriese from certain
failure in mathematical settings cannot he oserlooked for
students with special needs \

Mans studies. e Ockenga 11976). Gass ronski and

Coblent, ( 1976). Sullisan. 0976), Schnur and Lang
(1976). hake found calculators to he Intimating for stu-
dents This appears true o'er long, as well as short, peri-

ods of time I he calculator is becoming a urns ersalls
accepted tool in our society In the second national
mathematics assessment ( Al- P. 1979, p 77), t(6 percent

of 17-sear-olds reported that they or their family ow ned a

calculator
Bosse. Brougher and Moursund (1976) point out

that there are three major modes of dealing with arith-
metic in our lises mental, paper and pencil, and the
calculator Need we expect esery student to occome proh-
c rent in each mode' 1-or students with special needs. one

mil& may he sufficient for the tasks at hand

FRAC 1 ICAI CONSIDERATIONS

In using calculators, attention to special needs must

he given I hus, in a risen situation one student might he
encouraged to use a calculator while another is discour-

aged A word about indisidual differences may he

appropriate to the students involved Remind students

that we continualls try to nummiie indis idual difficulties
through the use of hearing aids and glasses. as well as

calculators
Many students with physical and perceptual prob-

lems have great dilliculty in writing out numerical exer-
cises and all the interme0 ate steps required in paper-and-

pencil procedures I hese a 111R:tittles almost insure stu-
dent failure hecau_ of the tedious task of recording

results
, For most of these students. the calculator should

have large keys. t e t pc% ircr sue. and a large digital
display 1 he small pocket calculators are hard to operate
for students with a sariets of orator and perceptual diffi-

culties Although more expensrse, calculators with a
paper tape are necessary for some students I he capacity

to check entries for errors. such as digit reversals, to

examine intermediate results, and to keep a cops of the

final result are crtcial
For students with perceptual and short-term memory

reu'Ities, a calculator which displays digits from left to
right may he necessary For these students the entering of
937.25 can he .cry confusing On the standard calculator.
the "9" first appears at the right edge of the display.

"where the '5' should he". In an case practice in entering
and reading numerals with the calculator is necessary
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CONCLUSION

It is important that teachers do not equate perform-
ance on computational procedures with thinking in
mathematics To consider a mathemathical problem and
devise o plan for solution requires thinking To analyze
a consumer probicm and set up a method of solution also
requires thinking. However, to perform a long division
exercise requires a memorized procedure based on train-
ing. not thinking. Most adulNin this country have memo-
rized a paper-and-pencil procedure How would they d o if
someone denied them a pencil? The calculator is anpalte:--
native to these procedures It will not remove the need for
student thinking and reasoning in dealing with quantity.
It is present to perf an operation chosen by the user

Calculators and computers have much to offer
exceptional education students both now and in their
adult lies A blind rerson uses a talking calculator, a
paralyzed, nonverbal student communicates with a stylus
and a computer. and a deaf individual visually reads
telephone messages recorded by computers. The calcula-
tor is the first computational device available to all
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11. BANKING MATHEMATICS FOR
THE CLASSROOM WITH EMH PUPILS

by Gsyla Rice

Banking mathematics is necessary for all handicapped students who wish to

acquire independent living skills. Gay la Rice presents a very realistic unit on
banking. She further- adds the personal elements ofjor and satisfaction hrholding a

class auction wherein the pupil making the successful hid must pat' by check. The

author is a Teacher Coordinator at Dickson Hi,ah School, Dickson, Oklahoma

The major responsibilttrof mathematics teachers
with Educable Mentally Handicapped ( EM H) high school
students in their classes is to prepare them to live inde-
pendently in our society. Because of this, my math pro-
gram has been organired to include the skills necessary
for survival and everyday living. One of the most impor-
tant skills, the handling of money. has necessitated a large
math unit on basic banking competencies. i.e. checking
a'counts. By following a certain sequence of activities. we
have succeeded in motivating students and making them
excited about writing checks and keeping correct check-
ing account balances. Itsshould be noted here that in order
to succeed, the student must have the ability to use basic
addition and subtraction processes

Activity I

Before actually getting into the manual procedure
for opening and maintaining a checking account.-'there
are many general ar as that need to be discussed -.with

students Therefore, to introduce the unit on banking the
teacher should have an understanding of banks as th,e firm
objective. The beginning discussion should center around
the following outline.

I. What is a bank (definition)?
2 Why use a bank?
3 Choosing a bank

a. Location
b. Services offered
e. Choosing between a state or federal bank

Activity 2

Before students can write checks, they need to know
how to read and spell numerals. The teacher should hand
out a sheet with the spelling words and make flash cards
for the sPidents to use for drill. Students should also be
encouraged to make their own flash cards. Success has
also been achieved by allowing the student to write the
words on a chalkboard using repetition as the key factor.
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Activity 3

The final step in learning to spell the numerals is a
taped lesson for indisiduat use The teacher can record a
spelling test for the student to take when ready The taped
lesson should have the students check their work and then
report to the teacher with the test results when finished.

Activity 4

Another activity in the-sequence to introduce bank-
ing will bea guest from a local bank. The bank representa-
tive should agree to talk to the students about banking
services and be willing to discuss What banking problems
might arise and how they are handled. The representative
should also explain in a step-by-step procedure_ how to
open a checking account To reinforce the discussion the

teacher will review the steps with the students after the
visitor leaves

Activity 5.

The next activity involves Joingon a tour of a local
bank. This can be arranged with a hank in the area. Tht
person in charge of taking the class through the bank will
show the students what happens to a Check when it is
written and how it eventually ends up back with the
Writer While on this tour they still also seethe vinous
departments of the bank and have each one explained to
them in relation to how it helps the customer.

Activity 6

This activity will start with a discussion and reviewof
how to open a checking account and will provide practice
in filling out a form to open a checking account. For this
activity the student will need a worksheet showing what

most forms will ask and providing a spaceto fill in the
needed information
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Activity 7

The next step in the progression is to discuss the
purpose of a deposit slip The students will he shpwn how
to fill out a deposit ticket By asking local banks the
teacher may obtain deposit tickets for theiStudents to use
for` practice 1 here are different kinds of deposit tickets.
so it is wise to let them practice on different kinds in order
tiv see that the procedure is basically the same regardless
of how the slips look..

Activity 8

This actitity is a continuation of the one prior but
was made into a separate actitity because it involves night
deposits Since night deposit slips require more informa-
tion from the customer. the students should he able to
practice filling these out separately

Activity 9

Before students can unde-rstand how to balance their
Checkbooks. the hate to krow exactly w hat the word
"balance" means in relation to checking accounts To

explain this. the word "balance" should he used with
different meanings to see how they relate to each other In
this way students will Lome to understand the meaning of
"balance" in a checkbook

Activity 10

1 he next actit ity will begin by giving each student a
check register [he purpose of check registers should be
discussed and the students given concrete examples show-
ing where to put the balance of their accounts Each
student will make up his or her own problems and prac-
tice entering the date. ch2,k number, to whom the check h
written. and the amount of the check The student will
also enter deposits and get the register in balance I his is
one of the most important actin Ines in the banking unit so
quite a lot of time will be spent here until the student
undersands the ptokedure These registers may also he
obtained from a local bank

Activity II

Next, the students will he gin en blank checks for
practice These may he obtained from a local hank One
good way to r reserve a blank check is to i.aste it on
cardboard and cowl- it with clear contact I hen the stu-
dent may use a crayon to practice writing a check and
'wipe the plastic clean when finished
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Activity 12

The next actit ity involves practice in writing checks
from a different angle Students are given worksheets on
which there are checks written incorrectly. The student
must examine them and determine what is wrong with
each check.

Activity 13

I he last exercise should start with a discussion of
how the hank keeps a tally on the balance of an individu-
al's money and how eery one should do the same to make
sure that his or her !valance agrees with the bank's records'
The hank statement is then introduced with d'I explana-
tion of its use Students will then be shown how to mark
off which checks are recorded on the bank statement by
the bank and how to get their check registers in balance
with the hank Blank hank statements may be obtained
trom a local hank

The ty pical F NI H student needs much reinforcement
to retain the information and skills introduced To moti-
'.ate these students to use banking skills, we din ised a plan

herch the students could use the checking process
et cry day First. each student was given a checkbook cor
taming blank checks arid a check register. The teacher
started a ledger sheet on each student in order to keep up
with each balance Daily work was graded as it was turned
in. and an amount of mono affixed to it At the end of
each day the studep was allowed to make a deposit slip
and an entr in his or her checkbook recording the
amount of money earned Money was also g verkert--
away for appropriate or inappropriate behavior After
recording the mono each day the student would bring his
or her checking balance up to date

l o pro\ ale more incentive. at the end of every two
weeks the teacher would hold an auction of items such as
candy. pencils. jewelry. perfume. 0( and the students
would hid against each other for the items they wanted. In
order to pay for the item the student word,' then write a
check for it and proceed to bring his or her check register
up to date. I o insure aceidacy. the teacher would check
his or her balance against that of each student at the end
of every month

Overall. this plan for teaching banking mathematics
has been very successful. It is the hope of this author that
this plan will he helpful in some other high school class-
room with E M H students. Only by teaching our students
basic math needed for everyday lining will we he able to
integrate them successfully into our society
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12. THE MECHANICS OF TELLING TIME

by Edwina Gramuska

Knowing how to tell the correct time is a very important mathematical skill.

needed 4r the handicapped child for independent living. Edwina Gramuska has .set

some very practical guidelines for the educator who teaches a unit on time to the

educable mentally handicapped child. The author is the School Placement Commit-

tee Chairperson for Cheraw Elementary School, Cheraw, South Carolina. (The

allthdr would like tctexpress her thanks to Developmental Learning Materials. Inc..

for the Moving Up in Time Kit #344, without which she could not have formulated

her program.)

According to South Carolina State Law an Educable
Mentally Handicapped (E M H) student's I.Q. shall not be
higher than 70 on any given standardized intelligence test.
As an EM H Resource Teacher in Cheraw, South Caro-

lina, my students' I.Q.'s range from 50-70 with their chro-
nological ages ranging from 10-13. All my students are
being mainstreamed for the :first time, which gives them
the added incentive to master practical yet difficult math
skills. Another interesting observation about this group is
their need to use pencil and paper in addition.to receiving

a grade for their effort It is mandatoryZ monitor their
daily progress and success.

Two very important guidelines we live by in our
classroom are

I. Never say I can't

2. Success is fun and meant to enjoyed.

Never let a staadardized score alone limit your thinking
about an individual's ability. Push hard. love intensely, and
lend a helping hand; the results will amaze you.

A content area of mathematics I've found both inter-
esting and extremely challenging is teaching an EMH
child how to tell time. The practical application is neces-
sary and obvious. And the deeper level of being able to
blend the concrete and the abstract is a great cognitive

accomplishment for the EMH student.
Before beginning a specific program, we teachers

discussed the need for learning how to tell time. When the
students don't feel it is necessary or can't see its relevance,
introducing the concept might be futile. Shortly before
Christmas we began talking about the possibility of delv-
ing into such a demanding. "time"-ccnsuming unit. After
Christmas and Santa's delivery of many watches, emo-
tions ran high and the time was right to begin our in-depth

study.
The first step I took was to have a record sheet run off

for each student. Then, to lay the foundation for this unit

I used the Moving Up in Time Kit #344 by Developmental
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Learning Materials. Inc. In actuality the Kit isdesigned to

be used on an individual basis as a reinforcer. but I was

able to adapt it quite easily to my program. The introduc-

tion in the kit is divided into four categories, color coded

in green We discussed the first three categories as a group

accvny.

a .Special limes - 32 cards of this set are de:,.gnet.1 to

introduce the child to the concept of time as it
affects his or her I.fe.

b. Everyday Events - The picture cards help the child

to become aware of significant everyday' events.

Some examples are waking up. eating lunch, read-
ing, and playing.

c Holiday Happenings - This section contains 10
picture cards relating to various yearly holidays

such as Christmas, Thanksgiving. and the Fourth

of July.

d Seasonal Settings This early aspect of the pro-
gram proved to be the most difficult for tach class.
At this point we deviated from the basic program.

I brought in pictures most commonly connected with

each of the four seasons. Thiough drill and daily copying
activities, the students learned the names of the seasons.
Each child was then given a particular season and an old

magazine. The period's assignment was to find pictures
related to his or her particular season. They were labeled

and hung. We did this each day until each student had an

opportunity to do each season at least once.
Now that the foundation had been laid we were ready

to begin the mechanics of telling time We used the alarm

clock in the classroom to discuss the hands, the hour, the

minute, the direction they move. Each student then made

a clock out of a paper plate. This tactile activity helped
even the slowest child to feel the difference between the

long and short hand, the direction in which they move.

and how important it is to write the numbers in a certain



place and not arbitrarily on the face Every clock was
unique and a reflection of individual ability and personal-
ity In addition they've proven to be great fun.

We were now ready to begin Red Section "The
Hour In order for each child to work simultaneously
every card was run off on a purple ditto (two on a page).
They were stapled together according to letter A, H. or C
Each set %vas put in a folder, labeled. and kept near my
desk This section provides practice in reading the time
from a clock as indicated by the position of the hands on
the clock face. Also included in section C are those cards
on which the student draws the hands on the clock to
indicate the time as stated below the clock face The
average EM FT student could finish one set during a 50-
minute period

Each day before actually working on the skill intro-
duced by a particular sheet, I would' outline,u on an
overhead transparency The students responded better to
this mode than if I merely wrote the identical information
on the hoard phis is a question - aid - answer period, the
moment of discovery Each child takes a turn writing an
an .we: on the trar.spar-r.. RN the time the sheets are
handed out. most of the students feel comfortable with
the concept in addition to being quite proficient

Here is an ttxample of a typical daily activity I he

students enter the room, get their folders. tablets. and
pencils Each pupil then sits in an assigned seat On the
transparency there is a sample which would look like this

The hour hand points to
The minute hand points to [2.
It is lo'clock

I he student. 'sill draw the clock a T write the sent-
ences in their tablets Each one will take a turn identifying
the hour hand, the minute hand. and the actual time
together we make a generalliation about o'clock TI,1

lowing this I will present a number of similar exercises, so
that each student has an opportunity to complete at least
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one for the entire class When I feel sure that the majority
underltands the concept, a student hands out the vv(4-

-,
activity sheets I am free to float around and give individ-
ual explanations when needed Each student then receives
an individual record sheet with the following directions
"The student is to check off each card he or she works it

by crossing out the number in the coppesponding box
This type of check system has proven to he extremely'
rewarding in its own right The student sees and feels
progress as each becomes filled with yet an additional
accomplishment

Previously I mentioned that paper plates were a great
.ource of fun We would allow a few minutes at the end of
each class period for telling-time bees Each student wrote

or her name on the hoard, then found a comfortable,
private scat somewhere in the room Pd stand in front and
call out a time such as 8 00 Each student positioned the
hands on the paper clock. Every time someone is correct,
he or she receives a check Five checksequals one star to
he placed on our star chart which is used to work towards
game day on Friday It is an excellent way to reward
success immediately and in,:xpensivelv

Another dimension I've added to the program is a
written qui/ after each color-coded section I he results
have been amaiing Asa result of the basic program and
the enrichment act's ities. almost every child passes Any
student who fails. repeats only troublesome areas and not
the entire section

An award certificate is presented for mastery of a
particular concept The principal has attempted to work
closely in offering the students positive reinforcement for
a rob well done When a student has completed the entire
program or an equivalent of 10 certificates. he or she
receives a free Coca Cola form Its an added incentive not
only to complete the progiam but also in the least amount
of time in order that a new mountain may be climbed and
another summit reached

I have described in depth one phase of the program I
will now briefly outline the remainder of the cards,
becauseall hay e been taught in b-sicallv the same fashion
I he Half-Hour (Blue) also provides three types, of exer-
cises using the same format a, the Red Section The
Quarter Houi Past (Yellow) and Quarter Hour To
(thrown) help the student understand the quarter hour in
the same fashion The Minute After I he flour (Purple)
and the Minutes I o I he Hour (Orange) are designed to
help the student read the five-minute inters al, in a conver-
sational tone Travel I ime (Gray) refers to the five-minute
intervals as they may he indicated on plane, train and bus
schedules Although these activites may seem boring and
routine. my experience, have shown that concistency and
repetition will reap numerous successes

6
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AFTERWORD

by Ellen Mary Brockmann

The importance of mainstreaming into the regular mathematics class goes beyond

the needs of handicapped students, as it demonstrates the truth of a very old and

important educational postulate good teaching is individualised. Mainstreaming, like
all good teaching, requires the teacher to diagnose, understand. and respond to the
myriad individual capacities, needs, interests, and concerns found in any group of
children. Educators who serve the Individual needs of regular classroomchildren can do

the same for the handicapped youngsters.
Teacher attitudes will probiibly determine, as much as any other variable, whether or

not mainstreaming will work successfully. For the temperament of the instructor will
eventually shape all aspects of the mathematics program in the classroom.

It is the hope of all who contributed :11-fiis book that you, the creative teacher, share

your joy and knowledge of mathematics with all of your students- thus improving pie r
quality of the', lives through a greater utilisation of mathematical skills and technology.
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RESOURCE CENTERS

Below is a partial list of organisations that provide
printed materials for the teacher interested in main-
streaming, the handicapped, or mathematics. There are
many, many more. These, however, constitute a good
starting point for whoever wishes to go further into the
subject. Each organisation will supply a publications list
upon request.

Accent on Living
P.O. Box 700. Bloomington. Illinois 61701

Accent's special publications will bring you topics
about the handicapped usually, not found eke
where.

Association for Children still; Learning Disabilities
4156 lArary Road. Pittsburgh, PennysIvania 15234

ACLD and its state affiliates wcd directly with
school systems in planning and implementing, pro-
grams for early identification and diagnosis, as well
as remediation in resource and special classroom
situations.

Closer Look
U.S Department of Education, Bureau of Education for
tile Handicapped. Box 1492, Washington, D.0 20013

Closer t ook has reading lists to help you lei. n more
about children and youth who have handicaps.

Council for Eveeptional Children
1920 association Drive. Reston, Virginia 22091

The CEC produces up-to-date material on the
handicapped.

Educational Resources Center
1834 Meetinghouse Road, Boothwyn, Pennyslvania 19061

ERC is devoted to current educational practices
which illustrate the broad concept of the least re-
strictive alternatives in educational settings.

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
1906 Association Drive. Reston, Virginia 22091

NCT14 publishes books ranging from teaching
methods and study techniques to tests and contests,
from computer-assisted instruction to do-it-your-
self teaching aids. It also serves as publisher for
Arithmetic Teacher, Mathematics Teacher, and
Journal for Research in Mathematics Education.

s'ational Education Association
1201 16th Street, N W., Washington, D.C. 20036

NEA publishes hooks and produces audioNisual
Tillittlematerials areas of in-service training. The

publicatio s focus on individual content areas and
arc for teachers of all grade levels, from elementary
through higher education NEA also publishes
Tocla's Education, ss ith a. specia I edition for mathe-
matics teachers

Training and Resource Directon for Teachers Serving
Handicapped Students is -l2
Office for Civil Rights, 330 Independent., Avenue S W..
Washington, D C 20201

This directory has been compiled to alert teachers in
the regular classroom to resources that will assist
them in accommodating students with handicaps.

Prepared by
Elle,. Mary Brockmann
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NEA Resolution adopted by the NEA Representativs'embly
B-25. Education for All Handicapped Children lit '

a

The Natrona; Education Association supports a free, appropriate public education for all handicapped
students in a least restrictive environment which is determined by maximum teacher Involvement However
the Association recognizes that to implement Public Law 94-142 effectively

a The educational environment, using appropriate instructional materials, support services and pupil
pt:-rscnnel services, must match the learning needs of both the handicapped and the nonhandicappt'd
student

b Regular and special education teachers, pupil personnel staff, administrators and parents must share
in planning and Implementing programs for the handicapped

c All ,ttaff roust be adequately prepared for their roles through in service training
d The appropriateness of educational methods, materials and supportive services must be determined

in cooperation with classroom teachers
e The classroom teacher(s) must have an appeal procedure regarding the implementation Of the indi

vidualized education program, especially in terms of student placement
f Modifications must be made in class size, using a weighted formula scheduling and curriculum

design to accommodate the demands of each individualized education program
g There must be a systematic evaluation and reporting of program developments using a plan that

recognizes individual differences
h Adequate funding must be provided and then used exclusively for handicapped students
i The classroom teacher(s), both regular and special education must have a mayor role in determining

individual education programs .
I Adequate released time or funded additional time must be made available for teachers sQ,tbtbt t

can carry out the increased demands placed upon them by P L 94 142
k Staff must not be reduced
I Additional benefits negotiated for handicar i d students through local collective bargaining agree

merits must be honored
m Communications must be maintained among all involved parties
n All teachers must be accorded by law the right of dissent concerning each individualized education

program, including the right to have the dissenting opinion recorded
o Individualized education programs should not be used as Cnterla for the evaluation of teachers

p Teachers, as mandated by law, must be appointed to state advisory bodies on special educr lion

q Teachers must be allowed to take part in the U S Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative
Services on-site visits to states Teachers should be invited to these meetings

r Incentives for teacher participation in in-service activities should as mandated by law be made avail-
able for teachers

s Local associations must be involved in monitoring school systems compliance with P L 94-142
t 4 Student placement must be based on individual needs rather than space availability (78 80)
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